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Governor covers several
topics during MSU visit
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. visited
Murray State University today addressing a variety of topics before
a gathering of students, administrators and representatives
from the media.
Discussing higher education,
the governor first challenged
university students to "do what
you think you can do best and
what you enjoy doing."
Based on his own experience of
becoming a lawyer "because
everyone thought I should become
a lawyer" he encouraged students
to determine now what they want
to do and to do their very best
while still in college to help insure
their abilities to find jobs after
graduation.
'"There are no experts or
geniuses in life. God made us all
basically the same and its up to
each individual to recognize the
opportunities that are there.
Spend every possible minute you
can to improve yourself and to
grow."
During a question and answer
period Brown said he feels that
education, especially higher
education, should be targeted
more toward "developing
students to face the world."
"It's important to try to make
good grades and to find a career
while you're here."
Brown says he feels that money
is not the key to better education.
"Discipline is as key as money,"
he said.
He added that he feels the job
market in Kentucky in the next
four years is going to be "tough
and competitive" with most opportunities being in the areas of
service and sales.
The governor said that, in his
?pinion, a broad based reacher incentive pay plan will not work
when teachers are evaluated by
other teachers. "We need outside
people to do the evaluations."

However, Brown favors some
form of incentive plan saying that
"unless people are checked,
challenged and rewarded they
have no incentive to excel"
Brown's expected topic of
discussion of the role of the media
in his administration prompted
many questions to which the
governor offered constructive
criticism and suggestions as to
what he feels the role of the press
and journalism should be.
Brown emphasized that he feels
reporters should be trained in
what they report.
"The press has an awesome
responsibility. With the stroke of a
pen or a paragraph they can
change the course of a day or of a
life." He added that with this
power "goes a certain amount of
arrogance."
Stressing the necessity of truth
in reporting he added that the
ultimate responsibility of the
press is to the "inform the public
objectively."
In general, Brown feels his administration has been treated fairly by the press but adds "I work
for the taxpayers — not the news
media and I try to not let the press
dictate what I do as I serve the
people."
He stated that he has tried to be
"open and to keep the press fully
informed."
When questioned about
abolishing the governor's press office Brown said only that the
"press took too much time" and
that "it's not our job to sell
newspapers."
Today's visit, according to
Brown,is part of his way of saying
"thanks" to the people of Kentucky for the opportunity to serve
as their governor.
Similar stops are planned
throughout the state for Brown's
last three months in office.
As his term as governor draws
to a close Brown is very optimistic
about Kentucky's future and pro-

Gas, vegetables lead
consumer price push

ud of what he and his administration have been able to do for the
state and its people.
"We have created an image of
enthusiasm that says `yes Kentucky is special."
Brown stated today that he has
not yet decided what he plans to do
after leaving office.
When asked if he may be "eyeing" the race for U.S. Senate,
Brown laughingly said that "If I
ran for the Senate it would be as a
last resort." He added that he
may run for the Senate "someday" but that "I'm afraid I would
be very frustrated in the Senate. I
don't want to run unless I think I
can accomplish something."
Reflecting on his recent illness,
Brown stressed the importance of
teaching health and physical
fitness in elementary schools.
"Without your health, you don't
have anything."
When asked about his working
relationship with Lt. Gov. Martha
Layne Collins, Democratic candidate for governor, Brown said
he would not consider it a close
relationship but that he looks forward to working with her after she
becomes governor.
When it was brought to his attention that he speaks as if there is
no gubernatorial election Brown
jokingly said "If you evaluate her
opponent, it's not hard to figure
out."
Brown, who was accompanied
by his father, 83-year-old John Y.
Brown Sr., was welcomed to MSU
by President Kala Stroup. Today
was the first meeting between
Stroup and the governor.

sunny
Today--will be. gunny fir
becoming sunny with highs in
the upper 60s. Light northwest
winds. Tonight will be clear
with calm winds and lows in the
low 40s. Saturday will be sunny
and warmer, with highs in the
mid to upper 70s. South winds
increasing to 10 to 20 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
355.5
"take Barkley
355.5
Kentucky Lake

Number oftransfer students
to city schools is declining
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The number of transfer students
attending Murray Independent
Schools continues to decline, city
school board members learned
Thursday night.
Assistant Superintendent Eli
Alexander informed the board
that 177 students, 176 of them from
the Calloway school district, have
enrolled as transfer students.
(The other tuition student is from
Marshall County.) That is down
from 189 last year, and less than
half the 1978-79 number of 374
transfers into the city school
district.
The number of students
transferring to the Calloway
district from the Murray district
this year will be anywhere from
110 to 125, Superintendent Jack
Rose said. Final figures are not
available. There were approximately 110 last year, Rose said.
The Murray school system will
gain approximately $21,000 in tuition from the transfer students,
based on a rate of $150 per

today's index
By SALLY JACOBSEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Higher
prices for gasoline and fresh
vegetables pushed consumer
prices up a moderate 0.4 percent
in August, matching the gain of
the previous month, the government said today.
So far this year, prices have
risen at an annual rate of just 3.4
percent. Over the last 12 months,
the gain was 2.6 percent.
As for last month, the Labor
Department said, gasoline prices
rose a sharp 1.1 percent after a
more modest 0.4 percent increase
in July. Those prices, however,
were still 8.4 percent below their
peak of March 1981.
The 5.8 percent rise in fresh
vegetable prices reversed a 3.6
percent July decline and boosted

food prices overall a small 0.2 percent.
Food prices, which had fallen in
the two preceding months, are
likely to rise at a steeper clip in
the coming months as the effects
of this summer's drought and
devastating heat become more apparent.
Initially, though, the bad
weather is bringing heafty meat
price declines as producers sell off
their herds rather than pay higher
feedgrain prices. Beef and veal
prices fell 0.7 percent in August;
pork prices tumbled 0.6 percent.
The continued moderation in the
overall Consumer Price Index
bolstered economists' predictions
that inflation this year will better
1982's 3.9 percent clip. Indeed,
some expect inflation could dip to
(Continued on Page 2)

GOVERNOR VISITS — During
his visit to Murray State University this morning, Gov. John Y.
Brown, Jr. (above left) was
greeted by (from left) Dr. Ray
Mofield, professor of JournalismRadio-Television; Dr. Kala
Stroup, president; and Dr. Robert
H. McGaughey, chairman of the
Department of Journalism-RadioTelevision. (At right), John Y.
Brown, Sr., and Dr. L.J. Hortin
listen the some of the governor's
remarks.
Staff photos
by Jennie Gordon
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students with a maximum of $200
per family, Alexander said. The
district will lose, however, approximately $1,200 in state funding for every transfer student it
accepts above the number of
transfers from the city to the
county district.

Formerly, each school district
freely transferred the state
average daily attendance ADM
funds to each other based on the
number of transfer students. Now,
because of policy changes by both
school systems, ADA funds are on(Continued on Page 2)

CCHS student expelled;five
at middle school suspended
One high school student was expelled for the remainder of the
school year and five middle school
students received five-day suspensions for possession and/or use of
marijuana at a school-related activity, Calloway County
Superintendent Jack Rose
reported.
The cases were reviewed Thursday afternoon by school board, in
accordance with school policy.
The incident occurred during
the Calloway-Murray High
freshman football game Sept. 15.

Rose said the high school student has the option to file a petition to re-enter second semester
classes with the superintendent's
office. Such a petition would be
considered by the school board.
The student will lose credit for
the present semester.
The middle school students will
be readmitted to classes Tuesday.
The students' penalties were different because the high school
discipline policy is different from
that used by the middle school.

MCCH needs time to determine effects of new regulations
Long term effects of pew regulations by the Kentucky Peer Review Organization requiring prior approval of recommended non-emergency
hospitalization for patients covered by Medicare
and Medicaid cannot be assessed at this time, according to Murray-Calloway County Hospital Administrator Stuart Poston.
"Medicare admissions at MCCH are down for
September; however, non-Medicare admissions are
down almost equally," the administrator said. "It
is too early to tell what affect it has had thus far."
"We feel there may be a hesitancy on the part of
some patients to seek the me heal care they need
because they fear Medicare or Medicaid will not
pay for the services," he expanded.
"Patients who require hospitalization to receive
the health care they really need are being admitted
to our hospital," the administrator said, "and the
services are being covered."
He reinforced that persons who are covered by
Medicare and Medicaid should not let the new
regulations prevent them from seeking the medical
care they need.
The purpose Gibe legislation, which became effective Sept. 1, he explained, is to review and approve the medical necessity of non-emergency
hospital admissions under the Medicare and
Medicaid program, with some exceptions. •
These exceptions include admissions for
alcoholimn, drug dependency, rehabilitation,

psychiatric treatment and normal well baby
deliveries. Neither will emergency and urgent admissions require prior authorizatin from the Kentucky Peer Review Organization in Louisville, the
approving agency.
KPRO defines a non-emergency admission,
Poston said, as one in which the patient's condition
permits adequate time to schedule the availabilty
of a suitable hospital accommodation.
The approving office's definition for an emergency situation, he said, is one in which the patient requires immediate medical intervention as a result
of severe, life-threatening or potentially disabling
conditions.
Kentucky's 5,000 physicians, including those in
Murray and Calloway County, have been charged
by KPRO with the responsibilty of the rquired preadmission approval procedure, Posten went on.
"The hospital cannot call to secure the preadmission approval," he said. "When a physician's
office calls the hospital to reserve a bed, the
hospital must secure the patient's pre-admission
code at that time.'
"If the physician does not have the code," he went
on, "the hospital personnel must infirm the physician that he needs it and to call back when he gets

Louisville for prior authorization of a nonemergency admission, he went on, explaining the
approval procedure.
The KPRO pre-admission telephone at the office
is answered by a Registered Nurse Health Care
Coordinator.
He or she will request the patient's program —
Medicare or Medicaid — identification number, the
payment source, the patient's sex, the patient's birthday and the medical reasons that require the patient's admission to the hospital.
If the admission is approved by the health care
coordinator, the caller will be given a prior
authorization number which must accompany the
patient to the hospital's admitting office.
If the health care coordinator cannot approve the
admission, the Case will then be referred to the
KPRO Physician Advisor, who,in turn, will call the
admitting physician and further review the case
before making a determination.
"There is great resentment among Kentucky's
physicians of this new program," Poston said.
"This reluctance to request approval might have
caused tlib.rn to avoidadmitting some patients who
would here-to-fore have been admitted."
Some physicians in nearby communities are
reported to be refusing to request approvalirom the
regiateribalwaiirSe ,health care coordinator in the
KPRO office in Louisville leaving their Medicare
and Medicaid patients to seek medical help

In requesting KPR—Olipproval for the admission
of a patient, the attending physician, or a member
of his office staff, must call the KPRO office in
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elsewhere. This is not the case in Murray, Poston
noted.
Dr. Richard Blalock, an internal medicine
specialist on the hospital's staff, said the new
regulation has had no affect on his practice.
"Anyone needing hospitalzation has been admitted," he said. "The process of getting the required
authorization has taken only an extra three to five
minutes on the average."
"Anyone who is ill should not let the new regulations be a factor in getting the medical assistance
they need," he went on, adding that he "would hope
that no one would let these regulations keep them
from getting medical help."
Dr. Robert Williams, a general and vascular
surgeon on the MCCH staff, said it is "too early yet
to tell" if the change has had any significant affect
locally.
"The Kentucky Medical Association will be addressing this issue at its annual meeting this
weekand next," he said. 'There is a lot of controversy about it."
"I don't see it affecting admissions tour hospital
at the present time," he said. "Nor is it affecting
my practice."
Dr. Hal Houston, another surgeon on the staff.
has a somewhat different view of the KPRO approvals, explaining that he strongly feels the new
regulations are an unnecessary intrusion into the
(Continued on Page 2)
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Sport fishermen upset about
•
nets;request acttoti by state
By The Associated Press
The state Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources has been asked to ban legalized comrnercial net fishing on Lake Barkley. But several people
at a meeting said that legal commercial net fishing
wasn't a problem.
Charlie Bender, director of the West Trigg County
Economic Corp., presented a petition to a department representative Wednesday during a public
meeting on the issue. Bender said the petition contamed 1,575 signatures.
Some fishermen called for total elimination of net
fishing. Others suggested a crackdown on illegal
netters, who they contended were harming the
game fish population,
Ted Crowell, assistant director of the state
Fisheries Division, said that those abiding by the
Law would snare few game fish in their nets because
of the large size of gill net mesh used.
"If you outlaw the legal netters, how is that going
to affect the ones doing it illegally?" Crowell asked.
"Legal gear is not taking the(game)fish."
Chuck Bronte, a biology graduate of Murray
State University, said his school field work included
a detailed study of commercial fishing on local

waters. He said he went with commercial netters on
numerous occasions and observed the taking of
more than 10,000 fish.
"Of those 10,000 fish, I saw only 31 sport fish,"
Bronte said.
While those attending the meeting appeared to be
divided on the issue of whether legal commercial
fishing is to blame for poorer crappie fishing, all am
parently agreed that a stronger effort was needed,
to combat illegal netting.
Thomas Cameron, state conservation officer for
Trigg County, said legal commercial anglers are
not damaging the game fish population.
"I've raised more feet of net in Lake Barkley than
anyone in this room," he said. "I've checked them
day and night, and the legal nets are not catching
the game fish."
Bender said his organization is offering a $250
reward for anyone who can provide information
leading to a conviction on illegal netting in Lake
Barkley.
William Bartee, a commercial fisherman, said
the Kentucky Commerical Fishermen Association
would match the amount offered by the Trigg
organization.
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OUT-PATIENT SERVICES - More than 100 out-patients - people who need medical services but not
serious enough for them to be hospitalized-are registered in and served through the emergency room at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital each day. Here, Dr. Jorge Garrastazu, the emergency room physician,
and Nell Evans,L.P.N.,check some records with patient Terry Dowdy,Rt. 1,Benton,just before he goes into
the surgical suite for minor surgery.

a

Brown removes sheriff from office Patients treated quickly as
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- The
lawyer representing Harlan County Sheriff Paul Browning said an
appeal would be filed in the wake
of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s order
that Browning be removed from
office.
The governor, endorsing the
recommendation of a hearing officer, signed an executive order
Thursday to remove the 38-yearold Browning, who last November
was convicted in Boyle Circuit
Court of plotting to kill to Harlan
County officials.
Browning is currently serving a
10-year prison term.

That body, Anderson said, must
act on the appeal within 10 days.
Former federal judge H. David
Hermansdorfer, appointed by the
governor to conduct a removal
hearing for Browning, recommended that the sheriff be removed from office after finding six instances of neglect of duty.
In a 35-page report compiled
after a six-day hearing in June
and submitted to the governor last
week, Hermansdorfer said
Browning neglected his duty by:
-Returning to known bootleggers alcoholic beverages seized as
contraband in dry territory.
-Failing to protect seized contraband.
-Accepting a bribe, in this case
a car,from a bootlegger.
-Removing serial numbers
from a shotgun seized as evidence

Browning's lawyer, Jerry
Anderson of Lexington, said an
appeal of Brown's decision has
been prepared and will be filed
with the state Court of Appeals.

in a criminal case.
-Directing or failing to prevent
deputies from submitting false affidavits for the purposes of securing search warrants.
-Failure to testify before a
grand jury.
Hermansdorfer said Browning's
murder-conspiracy conviction did
not constitute neglect of duty.
Browning has continued to
discharge his official duties by
telephoning his deputies from jail.
Commonwealth's Attorney Ron
Johnson, who prosecuted Browning in the murder-conspiracy trial
and the removal hearing, said he
was "overjoyed with the governor's decision."
"This is great vindication of
what my staff has done to rid this
county of a corrupt individual,"
said Johnson.

Official
opening
ofplay
is tonight

TOGETHER AGAIN!- Many of the cast members from the 1979
Community Theatre production of "The Wizard of Oz" are expected
to join more than 100 other former cast and crew members at the
Theatre Reunion slated for Sunday at 5 p.m. in Playhouse in the
Park. Everyone who has ever participated in a Community Theatre
production is invited back for this homecoming event. The Theatre's
seventh session begins this week with the production of "The Devil's
Disciple" on Thursday through Saturday. Call 759-1752 for further information.
Photo by Hal Rice

SIRLOIN
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
SUNDAY SPECIAL

1 )a.m
9 p.m

• oz. Sirloin Steak 53"
7 oz. Ribeye Steak $.5"

Fri Sot
1 , p.m

Our Steaks Are Broiled Not Fried
Both Include

SOUP griSALAD BAR
ir;ur Own Real Dow Cone 10 Free to Kids
MOBIEMI

(Continued from Page 1)
ly transferred on a "one-to-one"
basis. That is, Murray does not
receive ADA funds for the number
of students it receives from
Calloway above the number
Calloway receives from Murray.
Thus, if Murray has 50 more
transfer students than Calloway
this year, it will not receive am
proximately $60,000 in ADA funds
for the education of those
students.
At one time, Murray had 300
more transfer students than
Calloway, Rose said. The difference has gradually diminished
since then. Rose and Jeffrey feel
the numbers will come close to
equalizing within the next five
years or so.
A major reason for the trend,
Jeffrey said, is that the city
district is unable to grow in
population while the county continues to grow. There are subdivisions within the city limits, such
as Gatesborough, that are in the
county school district.•
In other business Thursday
night,the school board:
• Learned the state department of instruction has authorized
a parent within the Murray
district to give her daughter
private instruction at home,
rather than enroll her in the city
schools. The state regards it as a
private school, and only requires
that health and fire marshal
building codes be met, Jeffrey
said.

11) tth you can eat
Choice of Potato & Lnot rnd

10p.m.
_

rehearsed and practiced "disaster
plan" for fast, efficient handling
of a large number of people at the
same time as might result from a
major emergency.
There are some things people
bringing patients to the local
hospital's emergency room can do
to help their patient receive fast,
efficient attention, Mrs. Marcum
said. Among them are:
• Don't rush off. Wait until the
person treating the patient checks
with you. Results of tests, x-rays,
etc., may take a while. There may
be hidden injury or side effects
from medication.
• Make sure your car is parked
properly. After the patient is
delivered, park your car where it
won't block ambulances and other
Emergency Room users.
• Use the waiting room. It is
natural to be anxious but
diagnosis and treatment will go
faster if people waiting for patients stay out of the way.
"Some, too, have asked why we
ask so many questions when a patient comes into the emergency
room," Mrs. Marcum continued.
"We do this because certain information is needed for hospital
records, for legal protection 'of the
patient and the hospital as well
and for insurance purposes."
Some of the most generallyasked questions asked by
emergency room personnel, she
said,are:

1. "What is your name? Identification - name, address,
marital status, age, occupation,
etc., are required by law and can
help hospital personnel notify the
patient's family as well as aid in
the treatment.
2. "Who is your family doctor?"
A patient may wait for his regular
doctor to arrive, or he may be
treated by the doctor on duty.
3. "Do you have hospitalization
insurance?" Proof of insurance
through the presentation of a
hospitalization insurance card can
make billing and payment quicker
and simpler.
As for emergency medical costs
involved, emergency help is
always given to people who need it
- regardless of their ability to
pay.
There are some basic charges,
however, which vary from
hospital to hospital, made to help
pay the cost of operating the
emergency fadilities. At the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
this is $20 per visit.
If the individual is given
emergency treatment by a doctor
who is not a hospital intern or resident, the doctor will make this
own charge. This, generally,is $20
at the Murray hospital.
The hospital does charge,
however,for special services such
as drugs, x-rays, transfusions, lab
work and the like.

Murray school board...

Ron 8,
Joyce s

Sun
Thurs

(EDITOR'S NOTE - This
week, hospitals across the country
are observing "Emergency
Medicine Week" marking the 15th
anniversary of medicine's newest
speciality - emergency
medicine. The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and its Emergency Department staff are participating in this effort by encouraging Murray and Calloway
Countians to learn more about the
emergency medical resources
available to them at the local
hospital.)
Patients are treated as quickly
as possible in order of their arrival at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's emergency
room,except for serious problems
which must be handled immediately, says Mrs. Carolyn
Marcum, the head nurse in the
MCCH emergency department.
"Sometimes, some patients
have' to wait for a while as lifethreatening situations are dealt
with," she said, citing an occasion
during which seven severely injured individuals arrived at the
emergency room following a
serious automobile accident.
"We can only seek their patience and understanding in such
circumstances," she went on,
"although they are rare."
Like hospitals all over the country, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has a detailed, regularly

The Playhouse in the Park production of George Bernard Shaw's
"The Devil's Disciple" officially
opens tonight at the theatre in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
The play, which opens the 198384 theatre season, begins at 8 p.m.
and will be repeated Saturday,
and Sept. 29-Oct. 1.
One of the most popular of
Shaw's plays, "The Devil's Disciple" was his first American commercial success. It tells the story
of a revolutionary war patriot and
the struggle to determine rights
and wrongs during a period of
public frenzy and chaos.
A preview performance on
Thursday night met with a very
favorable reaction from the select
audience. "This is not a play
geared to seasoned theatregoers," said director Hal Park.
"People who have never been to
see live theatre will enjoy this as
much as our veteran audiences."
According to Park, season
tickets are still available at
significant savings for the six productions scheduled for the season.
Tickets and reservations are
available by calling the box office
at 759-1752.

STORE
HOURS

possible at emergency rooms

753

• Hired Regenia Olive as an
aide for the Head Start program;
Genese Reid as an aide for the Title VI-B special education program; and Tammy Boone as an
aide for the high school girls
basketball team. Margaret Ann

Richter and Suzanne Coomos
were also approved as substitute
teachers.
• Authorized the high school
band to make an overnight trip to
Nashville Oct. 15-16, for a band
contest.

Inflation...
(Continued from Page 1)
roughly 3 percent, which would be
-Heating oil prices were up 0.6
the lowest full-year rate since percent, but down 8.8 percent over
1967.
the year.
The department offered these
-Fresh fruit prices fell 2.1 perspecifics of August price activity:
cent. Egg prices were down 2.8
-Medical care costs climbed percent. Poultry prices rose
0.5 percent, about the same as In sharply for the second straight
the previous five months. Even so, month.
those costs have soared 8.0 per-Prices for restaurant meals
cent in the last 12 months, the rose 0.6 percent and prices for
sharpest advance for any of the alcoholic beverages were unmajor components of the index.
changed.
-The gasoline price spurt drove
-Entertainment expenses were
overall transportation costs up 1.0 up 0.3 percent.
percent, double the increase of Ju-Clothing costs were up 0.4 perly.
cent.
-New car prices soared 0.8 perIf last month's 0.4 percent incent after being unchanged in the crease held steady for 12 straight
previous month. Used car prices, months,the yearly advance would
up 1.5 percent in July, soared 1.8 be 5.3 percent. The annual rate
percent, their fourth sharp gain in reported by the department is basa row.
ed on a more precise calculation
-Housing costs rose 0.2 per- of monthly prices than the figure
cent, half the gain of July. made public.
Homeowners' costs were up 0.3
All the calculations are adjusted
percent while renters' expenses for normal seasonal variations.
were up 0.5 percent
In all, the CPI stood at 300.3 in
-Natural gas prices tumbled August, meaning that goods
0.5 percent, WA were up 17.8 per- costing $10 in 1987 would have cost
cent over the last 12 months.
$30.03 last month.

ANIM

Hospital...
(Continued from Page 1)
practice of medicine. "It should be the dator's
decision whether to hospitalize a patient or not," he
said.
Houston, who has served for several years on
health planning councils, believes the new regulations not only will discourage hospital admissions
but will probably necessitate an increase in hospital
costa for those who are hospitalized became of the
fewer number admitted. "I don't thick we will be
cutting costs in the long run," he said.;

There have been a number of codrols put on
Medicare and Medicaid admissions in the past few
years," he said, "and as a result we are seeing
much leo abuse of the system than there was five
years ago."
As examples, he listed peer review, utilization
review and third party payers notpaying for
diagnostic toting."These,I believe, have kept unnecessary bospltal admissions to a minimum," he
said. "But if a person really needs to he hospitalized, he or she will be."
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washington today

Social Security
misconceptions
The 1983 Social Security reform could have been
accomplished earlier, we daresay, if its authors had
not had to contend with the popular misconception
that old age invariably equalled poverty.
Some Social Security experts knew better, but
much of the public assumed that old folks, as a
group, were substantially poorer than the rest of the
population. Thanks to a recently published Census
Bureau study, there is hope that the misconception
can be corrected.
The agency found that household income of the
elderly, after taxes, averaged $6,299 in 1980. For the
non-elderly, the figure was $5,964.
The figures covered only cash income. They
made no allowance for the fact that most elderly
people own their own homes, whereas many of the
non-aged are struggling with mortgages or trying to
accumulate a down payment. On the other side of
the ledger, the numbers took no account of the fact
that certain per capita expenses of the elderly are
higher because many of the elderly live alone.
It is fairly clear, however, that the aged as a
group are no longer financially disadvantaged.
Many elderly individuals may still feel the pinch of
poverty, just as many people do in other age
groups, but the average old person is at least as well
bff as his or her younger counterpart.
Against that background, Congress was fully
justified in its decision to levy an income tax on part
of the Social Security benefits paid to elderly people
who are in the upper-income brackets.

by barry schweid

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Soviets may simply brush off President Reagan's impending embrace of
the "build-down" arms control proposal with a shrug. "That's your problem," they said when the idea was
broached earlier this year at the
negotiating table in Geneva.
The Soviets don't like to be told how
to drop down to lower nuclear
weapons levels. They want to set a
ceiling agreeable to the United States
with considerable latitude in how to
get there.
When U.S. negotiator Edward
Rowny formally puts the proposal on
the table sometime after the opening
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of the next round on Oct. 6, the
Soviets may remain unmoved.
But Reagan's imminent endorsement of the idea of destroying up to
two strategic nuclear warheads for
each new one that is deployed could
have an important impact on Capitol
Hill.
The cynical shooting down of the
South Korean jetliner probably provided all the emotional help the president needed to get the expensive and
awesome MX missile program
through Congress. In the national
uproar over the plane, Congress is in
an anti-Soviet mood. Pleas for
moderation in piling up nuclear

weapons are lost in the din.
Members who otherwise are inclined to buck the tide, nagged by concerns about the arms race, may now
go along with the $16 billion program
to develop and deploy 100 MX
missiles with 10 nuclear warheads
each.
Like their colleagues who switched
to support the White House when
Reagan modified • his stand in the
START (strategic arms reduction)
talks last spring, they are candidates
for conversion. "Build-down" could
bring them over. It has long had the
support of a number of key
moderates, including Sens. Sam
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'Rising tide of
mediocrity'
Many Americans say that the Japanese and the
West Germans and others are outcompeting the
United States, taking American jobs and that
something must be done about it. Something like
quotas on foreign products and tariffs and
"domestic content" legislation that would require
automobles sold in the United States to be made
with mostly American parts.
Americans would do better to look at the domestic
content of minds. A number of blue-ribbon commisMOSS have done just that and agree that this nation
faces what one of them, the National Commission
on Excellence in Education, called a "rising tide of
mediocrity."
Now yet another commission, this one appointed
by the National Science Board, policymaking body
of the National Science Foundation, has been heard
from. But will it be listened to? The 20-member
panel, headed by William T. Coleman, the former
Philadelphia attorney who served as secretary of
transportation under President Ford,spent 17 months studying the condition of precollege education in
science, mathematics and technology. It arrived at
a somber conclusion:
"The nation that dramatically and boldly led the
world into the age of technology is failing to provide
its own children with the intellectual tools needed
for the 21st century."
Like its predecessors, the Coleman commission
noted the "severe shortage" of qualified teachers of
mathematics, science and technology. It points out
that American children are much less likely to take
three years of science and math in high school than
are children in Japan and West Germany as well as
in the Soviet Union, whose military competition the
last six presidents repeatedly have warned against.
It calls for higher achievement standards and
longer shcool days and years — the average school
year in the United States is 180 days, as against 204
in the Soviet Union, 210 in West Germany and 220 in
Japan.
Like its predecessor again, the commission insists that, as Coleman put it, here is a "crying need
for national leadership and a national commitment" to overcome the failures of American education.
Early this year, the Reagan administration,
which practically had eliminated federal support of
science education, proposed a quick-fix prgram of
$75 million to recruit and train science and math
teachers. The Coleman panel calls for the commitment of $4.6 billion over the next six years for the
same purpose and for improved curriculum standards and a network of "exemplary" science and
math schools!
Is the price too high? What's the price of losing
American jobs and business to foreign competitors? What, in a world where science and
technology are racing ahead, is the price of falling
behind? What's the price of mediocrity?
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by john cunniff

Life insurance generalists
NEW YORK (AP) — Spurred by
competition and new products, an
unusual — maybe even contradictory
— mutation is occurring among those
people who used to be known as life
insurance agents.
There seems to be nu stopping it:
As the products offered by insurance
companies become more varied and
complex you might think that sales
people would become specialists. Instead, they are becoming
generalists.
A financial services generalist is
supposed to be able to sell not just life
insurance, but stocks and bonds,
casualty insurance, tax shelters, executive benefits and even houses, all
areas that once were specialties.
In so doing, according to
knowledgeable people within the industry, they might be attempting the
impossible. How, they ask, can you
be an authority in all these areas,
particularly since each has become
incredibly complex?
"If you were going to have brain
surgery would you go to a general
practitioner?" asks Gary Froid of St.
Petersburg, Fla., who heads Northwestern Mutual's largest district
agency.
Froid has impressive credentials:

He is president of the American
Society of Chartered Life Underwriters and also holds the prized accreditation of Chartered Financial
Consultant. Still, he says, he must
study all the time. He is a specialist
in executive benefits.
Nevertheless, the pressure is on to
sell a variety of financial services,
and companies highly respected as
financial marketers — Merrill
Lynch,Sears and American Express,
to name a few — have committed
themselves to doing so.
That leaves the individual agent,
especially the agent dealing with
lower incomes, with big difficulties.
How does he become widely

Of all the words written over the
years about the importance of harmony between man and the world,
body and soul, fact and spirit, none
are any clearer than this statement
on that subject from Edith Hamilton,
author of The Greek Way, written in
1930:
Each generation in turn is

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. U you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column..
HEARTLINE: About this time
each year, my parents, who are in
their 70's, go to the doctor to receive
influenza vaccinations. When they
were younger,I didn't worry about it,
but it seems that Mother usually has
a short reaction to the shot. How safe
is it for an elderly person to have
these flu shots each year? L.J.
ANSWER: Elderly patients who
take drugs metabolized by the liver
may be at risk for drug interactions
following immunization for influenza, according to Norbert P. Rapoza,
PhD,and Ross H. Weaver, PharmD,
from the American Medical Association Division or Drugs. Answering a
physician's question,in this week's
Journal of the American Medical
Association, they advise vigilance
when immunizing elderly patients
who also receive drugs such as warfarin (an anticoagulant) and axytriphlline (a bronchodilator). Interferon, *hith is produced in the

knowledgeable? And thoroughly
knowledgeable in so many areas?
Nevertheless, competitive forces
may compel agents to make the attempt or get out of the business.
Those competitive forces, for example, have driven down premiums
and so, of course, they have shriveled
commissions too. And the commission structure itself is being revised.
The agent is almost compelled to sell
more products.
It could get worse. Froid believes
that with competition increasing
there might be no agent commissions
at all from insurance a decade or so
down the line. Meanwhile, office and
computer expenses are rising.

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf

body during an influenza infection,
may be responsible for the interactions,the scientists say,so cancer patients of any age who receive both
chemotherapy and interferon are
also at risk from influenza immunization.
It might be a good idea to talk with
the family doctor before your parents
are given the immunization, and
discuss any possible side effects and
making note of any that could effect
your parents. If they are taking any
medication, talk with the doctor and
pharmacist about any possible drug
interactions.
HEARTLINE: My husbands and I
are retired. I recently started selling
Avon as a way of making a little extra money. I don't quite know what to
do at the end of the year concerning
taxes on what I earn(which won't be
much). Can you give me any advice?
B.F.
ANSWER: A new free publication
will help you prepare your 1983 tax
return if you are a direct or door-todoor salesperson for a company such
as Avon, Amway or Mary Kay
Cosmetics. The publication includes
sample returns and marks the first
time the IRS has put this information
into one package. Call the IRS tollfree at 1-800-4241040 and ask to be
sent a copy of Bulletin F911,"Tax Information for Direct Sellers."

Nunn, 1)-Ga., and William Cohen, RMaine, whose votes the administration has been seeking.
"Build-down" has a sincere ring.
But it fits so comfortably into the
U.S. negotiating position that its acceptance does not push arms control
to a new frontier.
To get down to the 5,000 warheads
Reagan has prescribed for START
the United States would have to
destroy about 2,200 warheads even
without "build-down." And the
Soviets would have to decommission
about 2,900.
Besides, the START- proposal and
"build-down" leave plenty of room
for new long-range bombers, submarines and missile programs like
the MX.
And yet, considering the poisonous
atmosphere, it's a miracle of sorts
that the administration is going
ahead on arms control even while
chilling relations with Moscow on
most other fronts. "We are certainly
aware of the Korean airline incident," Rowny said the other day.
"You can't brush it away. We feel it
is in our interest to continue arms
control and we are going to go back to
the negotiations and do it."
Moreover, Rowny and Paul Nitze,
his counterpart in parallel talks with
the Soviets on nuclear missiles in
Europe, are being authorized by the
White House to be flexible in the pursuit of weapons reductions.
Reagan, who campaigned against
the arms control policies of his three
presidential predecessors, Richard
Nixon, Gerald Ford and Jimmy
Carter, is seeking deeper cuts than
they did — and has made several concessions to try to win over the
Soviets.
The outlook is uncertain. Rowny
doesn't expect to get down to the
"bottom line" in the START negotiations before the end of the year. And
the two sides are probably even farther apart on Eurornissiles.
But they are talking.

constrained to try to reconcile
the truth the spirit knows with
the truth the mind knows, to
make the inner world fit into
the ever-changing frame of the
outer world. To each in turn it
appears impossible...but the
struggle toward adjustment,
never ends,for the necessity to
achieve it is in our nature.
Hamilton believed that the Greeks,
"slaves to reason", were among the
first to see and to undertake this
struggle for harmony.
• • •
A "thoughtful" present for this
season would be a copy of "Thoughts
in Season," a 260-page illustrated collection of Ken Wolf's columns from
the past four years. The paperback is
available at Readmore, the
Bookmark and the University Store,
located in the Curris Center. Proceeds from the sale will be donated to
the Need Line Association and
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center.
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Ten years ago
„
7
The Murray High ScsboolBand
'
has
been invited to represent The state of
Kentucky at the Orange Bowl Parade
in Miami, Fla.,for the 1974-75 Orange
Bowl Festival.
The Murray Clothing Bank,located
in Douglas Gym on North Second
Street is now open from 8:30 a.m. to
2:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. David Fitts,Sept. 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Newsome will
celebrate their 50th anniversary with
open house at their home at Rt. 1,
Kirksey, on Sept. 30. They were married Sept. 17, 1923.
Prof. and Mrs. J. Albert Tracy attended the 1973 convention of International Platform Association at
Washington, D.C.
Murray State College beat Tennessee Tech 18 to 17 in a football
game here.
Twenty years ago
The students of Murray State College will be welcomed tomorrow
night with a gala party by the merchants of Murray on the court square
in downtown Murray.
Eli Alexander, principal at Murray
High chool, has announced that
Stanley R. Jewell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd H. Jewell, and Morris
Greg Parrish, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W.H. Parrish, both seniors at the
school, have been named as semifinalists in the National Merit
Scholarship Program.
The Calloway County 4-H Dairy
Judging Team placed fourth out of 24
teams participating at the Mid-South
Fair, Memphis, Tenn. Members are
Marsha Hendon, Carolyn Murdock,
Michael White and Martha Kemp.
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will be host
for the 17th annual meeting of the
Audubon Region of Garden Club of
Kentucky on Oct. 2. Members of 29
garden clubs in Western Kentucky
are expected to attend.
Mrs. Hallet Dunn presented the
lesson at the meeting of the North
Murray Homemakers Club held at
the home of Mrs. Ivan Outland.
Thirty years ago
Gov. Lawrence Wetherby and a
group of 96 persons will be coming to
Murray on Sept. 25. Dr. Ralph Woods
will lead a welcoming committee and
the Murray State College Band will
play.
Homecoming for nearly 4,000
graduates of Murray State College
has been scheduled for Oct. 10 with
appropriate all-day activities.
Mrs. Jack W. Frost and Mrs. H.T.
Waldrop are co-chairmen of the Red
Cross Recruitment Division for Murray and Calloway County. The Blood
Program will be Oct. 9 and the public
Is urged to each give a pint of blood.
Miss Reba Sims, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.E. Sims of Lynn Grove,
and Norman Lee,son of Mr.and Mrs.
D.& Lee of Wickliffe, were married
Sept. 16 at Corintb, Miss.
•
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Menus for various school lunchrooms listed
Menus for the various za, chicken pattie, whole
lunchrooms in the city kernal corn, creamed
and county schools have potatoes; Wednesday —
been released for the tacos and salad, hamweek of Sept. 26 to 30 by burgers, Mexican beans;
Glenda Jeffrey and Joan- Thursday — pizza, corn
na Adams, food service dogs, macaroni and
directors for the Murray cheese, green beans;
City and Calloway County Friday — turkey roast
Schools respectively.
and rolls, hamburgers,
The menus are subject creamed poatoes, brocto occasional change due coli. French fries, fruits,
to the availability of food, salads, .desserts and
the directors said.
drinks are available daiMenus are as follows:
ly.
Carter and
MURRAY CITY
Robertson
Murray High
Monday — hamburger
Monday — chicken or grilled cheese, tater
fried steak. beefaroni and rounds, fruit kebab or
bread; Tuesday — juice; Tuesday— pizza or
chuckwagon, meatball peanut butter and honey,
sandwich; Wednesday — corn on cob, fruit gelatin
pizzaghetti, toasted or juice; Wednesday —
cheese; Thursday — hot dog or beefaroni, butMexican chili dog, fish tered carrots, fruit or
sandwich; Friday — juice; Thursday — hambacon, lettuce and tomato burger or sloppy joe, trisandwich, burritoes. Piz- tater, juice or fruit;
za , hamburgers, Friday — chicken nugcheeseburgers, cold gets or pizzaburger, butsandwiches, ala carte tered potatoes, fruit or
items and drinks are juice.' Milk is available
available daily.
daily.
Murray Middle
Monday — spaghetti
CALLOWAY COUNTY
and french bread, hamCalloway High
burgers, green peas, bakMonday — fish sanded pears; Tuesday — piz- wich, pizza, taco salad;

Tuesday — sloppy joe,
pizza, fried chicken;
Wednesday — hot dogs,
fiestada, baked ham;
Thursday — submarines,
pizza, turkey and dressing; Friday — chicken
pattie sandwich, pizza,
lasagne. Cheeseburgers,
a variety of fruits,
vegetables, salads,
desserts and drinks are
available daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday — fiestada or
breakfast for lunch,
sausage, biscuit with
scrambled egg; Tuesday
— turkey divan or hot
ham and cheese;
Wednesday — tacos in
shells or hot dogs;
Thursday — batter fried
fish or sloppy joe; Friday
— pizzaghetti or
cheeseburger. A variety
of vegetables, fruits,
salads, desserts and
drinks are available daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday — breakfast
for lunch, sausage,
biscuit with scrambled
egg, or fiestada; Tuesday
— hot ham and cheese or
turkey divan; Wednesday
— hot dogs or tacos in

shells; Thursday — sloppy joe or batter fried fish;
Friday — cheeseburger
or pizzaghetti. A variety
of vegetables, fruits,
salads, desserts and
drinks are available daly.

Mrs. Cain
opens home
for meeting
Mary Kathryn Cain
opened her home for the
meeting of the Women of
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
held Thursday,Sept. 8.
The program was conducted by Virginia Jones.
Christine Sherman led
the Bible Study.
Refreshments of
homemade ice cream
were served by Mrs.
Cain.
Other members present were Julia Cain,
Mary Ann Lamb, Dean
Cochran and Margaret
Nell Boyd. Visitors included Jackie Mounts
and Adis Morris.

The Unbelievable
Value in SLR's!

DATEBOOK

By Abigail Van Buren

Mother's Model Son Can
Go Straight to the Top
IiI:Aft ABBY: My good-looking, I9-year-old son, "John,"
was encouraged to go to modeling school here in our city.
Upon graduating he was accepted by a well-known modeling agency in New York.
My husband and I have been warned by someone in the
fashion industry that most of the men in the modeling
profession are homosexual. Since John expects to go to
New York in a "Few months, do you or any of your readers
have any advice for him other than to ''forget it"? Do you
think he can make it in that profession without being
compromised or intimidated when he makes it plain that
he is heterosexual?
Is a young man's sexual preference formed by this age,
or is a man always vulnerable to try anything?
CONCERNED MOM
DEAR MOM: I have no advice for "John," since
he has asked for none. But I have some for you,
Mom: If your son is heterosexual, you need not
worry about the possibility of his being "compromised or intimidated" by homosexuals in the
modeling/fashion profession; his sexual orientation
— not "preference" — will have been formed by that
time.
And whether a man (or woman) is always vulnerable to "try anything" depends on the man or
woman.

DEAR ABBY: I am a widow of 70. My husband and I
raised all our children with the same amount of love and
understanding, but the only one who has shown any love
and caring for me is our youngest. If my husband knew
how the other children ignore n*, he would turn over in
his grave.
Abby, the youngest telephones me every evening to chat
for at least half an hour and visits me often. The others I
rarely hear from (unless they want something), and if I
want to know how they — or their children — are, I have
to do the calling. We are on friendly terms, but it is apparent that they couldn't care less if I were dead or alive.
Of course if I invite them for dinner, they are all here to
put their feet under my table and fill up. But they never
invite me.
The big question: Do I treat them all alike in my will?
My husband left me everything. I am thinking very
strongly of leaving my estate to the one who deserves it.
If I tell the others now, they will probably treat me nicer
only for the money, which is as empty as an upside-down
bucket. That kind of "love" I don't need. What do you say,
Abby?
HEARTBROKEN MOTHER

Shoemakers to Amenca

If you put off writing letters because you don't
know what to say, send for Abby's complete booklet
on letter-writing. Send $2 and a long, stamped (37
cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
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Keep an eye out for
the funniest movie
about growing up
ever made!
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the night before
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the next day.
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Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Monday, Sept. 26, at 9:30 a.m. (note time
change)at the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Frances
Hulse, Jennifer Hewlett, Janice Howe and Gaye
Haverstock; Court Two — Annie Knight, Julie Landolt, Marilyn Adkins and Mug Rigsby; Court Three
— Gayle Foster, Cathy Young, Becki Wilson and
Norma Frank.

Arts group will meet

Pack 57plans meeting
Cub Scout Pack 57 of the Murray City Schools will
have a pack meeting on Monday, Sept. 26, at 7 p.m.
at the pavilion at North Eighth and Payne Streets in
the Old City Park. Members and parents should bring lawn chairs or blankets for seating, according to
Lynn Thompson, Cubmaster, who urges all interested persons to attend.

The Kentucky Art Education Association will
have its annual fall conference at Berea College,
Sept. 29 through Oct. 2. Scheduled presenters include Dr. Pat Goldberg, Louisville Center for the
Arts; Dr. Diane Gregory, Murray State University;
Mitchell Tolle, Berea Artist; Bill Moats, Bowling
Green Artist; Elizabeth Dayton and Fred Martens,
Cincinnati educator/artists.
For the first time in many years the various
meetings, workshops and seminars may be attended by non-members. For information and registration contact Jim Clinkenbead, President-elect, 318
Grandview Ave., Bellevue, Ky. 41073.

Cothran at ROTC camp
Cadet Donetta J. Cothran, daughter of Donald F.
and Barbara F. Cothran of Rt. 1, Benton, received
practical work in military leadership at U.S. Army
ROTC advanced camp, Fort Bragg, N.C. The sixweek camp, attended by cadets normally between
their third and fourth year of college, includes instruction in communications, management and survival training.
Successful completion of the advanced camp and
graduation from college results in a commission as
a second lieutenant in either the U.S. Army, Army
Reserve or National Guard for the cadet. Cothran is
a student at Georgetown College and is attending
ROTC at University of Kentucky,Lexington.

Central Shopping
Center
Mon.-Sat.: 9:30-9
Sunday: 1.6
Layaway Visa M/C

Kathy Bennett
Mon., Thurs. and Fri.
1E11

10-11 a.m. at
Thurman's School of Dance
*Aerobic Dancing
*Mousercise
* Floor Exercise
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All Merchandise &
Selected Fixtures Must Go
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District 17 Unit 1 of the Licensed Practical Nurses
Association will meet Monday, Sept. 26, at 7 p.m. in
the third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Donna Ellis, president, urges all
members and interested LPNs to attend.
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The Creative Arts Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet Monday, Sept. 26, at 9:30
a.m. at the club house. Donna Story will present the
lesson on "Candlewicking."
Hostesses will be Ann Brooks, Shirley Martin,
Fonda Grogan and Carla Rexroat. Officers are
Mrs. Grogan, Gail Baust, Mrs. Martin and Jane
Babb.

Nurses will meet Monday

•• *

DEAR MOTHER: Where is it written that children
should automatically get what their parents have
worked and saved for? Tell your lawyer how you
feel. Do exactly as you please, and surprise your
heirs.
• Easy-to-use. built-in metering system
• Shutter spe•ds from 1 second to an action stopping
1/1000
• Available with a f/2 50mm lens
• Accepts full Pentax system of interchangeable bayonet
mount SMC lenses
• Amazing features for an incredibly low price
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Sti Hilarious Week!

Groups
Of

Caroline's a rising executive.
Jock just lost his job.
MICHAEL KEATON 4111/
TERJ GARR

r

r

$100 $200 $300 &$500

1-

WALTER MATTHAU
ROBIN W1LUAMS

Final Two Days
CIWTUFI• FOX FILM
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Ladies Inspirational Day planned Saturday at church

fr

The Ladies Inspirational Day will be held
Saturday, Sept. 24, from
10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at the
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Speakers at the morning session will be as
follows:
• "For Such a Time as
This" by Lillian Steele.
• "Vashti Speaks" by
Ann Mathis.
• "Esther Speaks" by
Vicki Ragsdale.

SPEAKER — Dr. Charles G. Warner
of Warner Animal Clinic will,speak at the general
membership meeting of the Humane Society of
Calloway County on Tuesday,Sept. 27, at 6:30 p.m.
at the Calloway County Public Library."Spaying —
What It Is and When It Is Appropriate" will be the
subject of Dr. Warner's talk. The audience will be
encouraged to participte in a question and answer
session on the subject of spaying. Refreshments
will be served and door prizes will be awarded,said
Kathy Cohen, president, who invites the public to
attend.

• "Zeresh Speaks" by
Janice Rose.
• "God's Overruling
Hand" by Jane Barton.
Three sessions will be
included in the afternoon
program. They are "A
Time for Facing the Problem," "A Time of Influence" and "A Time of
Faith and Courage."
Speakers will include
the first three on the first
theme, the next five on
the second theme and the

Smoking program planned

"The 'Five-Day Plan to
Stop Smoking' as
developed by the
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church is without question one of the best
available and it's also
very economical," according to Dr. Kenneth
Cooper, who coined the
term "aerobic fitness."
Dr. Cooper is considered to be the leading
advocate of physical
fitness as preventative
medicine in America toA national invitation
Styles range from
exhibition of contem- Mary Lee Hu's elegant day. He is also the author
porary small metals silver choker to a brooch of several fitness books,
work is on display which artist Bruce Met- the latest being The
through Oct. 12 in the calf calls "Lima Bean in Aerobics Program Tor
Clara M. Eagle Gallery Trouble with Two Flying Total Well-Being.
The Five-Day Plan to
at Murray State Universi- Forks."
Stop Smoking is available
ty.
Nearly half the artists in Murray and is coTitled "Heavy Metals,"
the show includes pieces appear in Chuck Evans' sponsored by the Murrayby 22 artists from across book, "Jewelry: Contem- Calloway County
the U.S. The 60 works porary Design and Hospital and the Seventhconsist mostly of small Techniques." Evans Day Adventist Church of
jewelry. Some wall hang- himself has three pieces Murray.
The next program will
ings and sculpture are in- in the show.
start
Monday, Sept. 26
cluded.
The gallery is located
Fine metals such as on the fourth floor of the and continue through Frigold and silver are Fine Arts building. Hours day, Sept. 30, in the Third
represented, as well as are 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. Floor Classroom at
less traditional materials Monday through Friday; MCCH.
Two sessions are being
such as plastic, formica, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturoffered
each day. Make
slate and the really days and 1 to 4 p.m. Sununusual — lizard skin.
days.

a

plans to attend one
regularly at 10 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. or 7 p.m. to
8:30 p.m.
The sessions will be
conducted by Pastor and
Mrs. Luther May of the
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church.
Speakers will include
Dr. Dan Miller and Dr.
Richard Blalock, both in-

Exhibition on display

4.•
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Jamie Potts speaker,
Hazel Woman's Club
The Hazel Woman's
Club held its first meeting
of the new club year on
Thursday, Sept. 8, at the
Hazel Community
Center.
Annie Potts, teacher of
horticulture at Calloway
County High School, was
the guest speaker.
"Landscaping" was the
subject of Mr. Potts' talk.
A question and answer
period followed. He said
landscaping classes will
be offered at the school
for persons desiring to attend.

Mrs. James R. Latimer
presided. The devotion
was given by Mrs. Jackie
Butterworth.

Landscaping
and Nursery

Fall is for Planting
We welcome the season
and invite you to see
us for all of your
landscaping needs

33/
13

Murray

First United
Methodist Church
Invites You
Fall Preaching Mission
September 25 through September 28
HEAR...
Dr. Walter Lee Underwood
Pastor, St. Luke's United Methodist Church, Houston, Texas

off

Entire Stock
(exc

uding cur rent registr les/

Buy Now To
Give Later!

September 25 At 7:00 p.m.
September 26-28 at
Noon and 7:00 p.m.
*Inspired Preaching
*Singing The Old-Time Hymns
Great Christian Fellowship

Cash and Carry
M.C. and Visa Welcome

The Shacase
121 By-Pass
753-4541

—Nursery Provided Each Evening—

10-5:30 Mon.-Sot.

GlIANID CUMIN'.INC
Join us for our Celebration
Friday and Saturday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Come by and register for prizes:
1st Prize- New Vacuum Cleaner
2nd Prize - Cutlery Set
3rd Prize - Hand Calculator

Keel's Vacuum Sales & Service
Refreshments will be provided

crIchrate
Lich)
localiiin and %s in a fi l ii l oil.
'‘Iiiipping "Treefuir
ai•i•

The Fitness Studio
-2784

MERLE flORMAll
I

hit thi- I

I ,,„•

THE BEL AIR MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION
Welcomes to the Bel Air Center
Keel's Vacuum Sales & Service

Merle Norman

Shop September 23rd & 24th
During Their Grand Opening

*Design Service
*Nursery
*Greenhouse
407 N. 12th

ELECTED OFFICER — Dr. Jerrell G. White,left, pastor of Memorial Baptist
Church, Murray, meets with Campbellsville College President Dr. W.R. Davenport during a break of the annual Campbellsville College Church Relations Council meeting Sept. 8 and 9 on the campus. During the session, Dr. Ray England of
Winchester was elected chairman, White was chosen vice chairman and the
Rev. Barry Dennis of Taylorsville was chosen secretary. The Council, composed
of about 120 pastors in Kentucky,Indiana and Ohio, acts as an advisory group to
the college.
Photo by Joan C. McKinney

Other members present were Mrs. Phil Liddle, Mrs. Joe Thompson,
Mrs. Hughes Bennett,
Mrs. Gerald Ray, Mrs.
Gerald Gallimore, Mrs.
Harold Wilkinson and
Mrs. Lawrence Overby.
Guests were Mrs. Billy
Hudson and Mr. Potts.

Help us move and save

JONES

-

Hostesses were Mrs.
Tommy Story and Mrs.
Bruce Wilson.

Frances Drake

a•9-

All ladies of the area
are invited to attend, a
church spokesman said.
A noon fellowship will include food furnished by
ladies of the host church.
A nursery for children,
five and under, will be
provided.

se.

We're Expanding

FOR SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 24, 1983
What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
stars say, read the forecast
Social contacts are helpful
given for your birth Sign.
to your' career. Fine new
business opportunities come
your way, but a loved one
ARIES
needs more attention.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You'll attract new romance. SAGITTARIUS
arep
Hobbies and leisure activities ( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "
are highlighted. Some concern
You'll have happy times
about money is likely after now. Love, travel and friendship are favorably accented,
dark.
TAURUS
so don't allow yourself to dwell
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
on past problems.
Romance is abetted by CAPRICORN
privacy. However, a (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) 1
0
suspicious attitude can
Home life is favored over
alienate those who would love going out with others. A
you. Be more trusting.
jealous friend is reluctant to
give praise when it's due.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
Don't let it upset you.
It's an active time socially. AQUARIUS
dri
Be careful not to become over- (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
tired or you'll just get grumpy
Throw off career concerns
later. Know when to call it a and enjoy today's opportunities for happiness. Relanight.
tions with a loved one imCANCER
prove. Exercise initiative.
(June 21 to July 22)
Career and financial mat- PISCES
ters take a turn for the better, (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
but concern about a child or
You'll be excited about toloved one may inhibit your day's good fortune. Financial
social life.
gain and career progress are
likely. Enjoy your success.
LEO
IJuly 23 to Aug. 22) J244g
YOU BORN TODAY are
Travel leads to romance, clever and creative. You have
and you'll meet someone a genuine interest in public afwho's quite intriguing. fairs and would make a fine
Creative people inspired. A lawyer or government
family member is grumpy.
worker. You're dramatic by
VIRGO
nature and would do excep(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) W01. tionally well in artistic
You'll make some impor- endeavors.
Writing,
tant domestic decisions. Home publishing, education, music
redecorating is a plus. Be less and painting are some of the
critical of one who needs your fields in which you'll find hapunderstanding.
piness. You can make a fine
contribution to public betterLIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct. 22) An ment, once you overcome a
Though friendship and tendency to scatter your
romance succeed beyond your energies. You can get by on
expectations, you may find your wits, though you'll have
yourself worrying about a greater success if you live up
financial matter.
to your fine potential.

Vada Grogan.
• "Whatsoever
things" by Deanna
Carter.
• "The Hardest No"
by Sylvia Moore.
• "Say No to Self—
Yes to God" by Miriam
Olree.

ternal medicine
specialists, and Suzanne
Seeley and Lori Buchan,
registered dietitans, all
at MCCH.
The registration fee for
the program is ;5.
Anyone wishing to participate may call 753-5131,
extension 338, to enroll in
the Five-Day Plan and
kick the habit today.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Er

•

next three on the third Words" by Loretta
theme as follows:
Haley.
• "The King's Folly"
• "Shining in the Comby Linda Smothermon.
munity" by Shirley Mar• "Symptoms of tin.
• "Your Golden
Hamanitis" by Peggy
Years" by Peggy Taylor.
Carraway.
• "Our Golen Years
• "Is There a Can be
Worthwhile" by
Mordecai in Your Life?"
by Patsy Horton.
• "Power of a Good
Reputation" by Pat
Allbritten.
• — Using Kind

Go For It!
The Fitneh Studio

•

(Refreshments Will Be Served)
753-1725

Storey's Food Giant
Murray Sewing Center
Overby Hondo

Pier I Imports
The Murray Insurance Agency
Jud & Shere's Beauty Shop

Bel Air Decor
The New King's Den
Seors

-• rm.

Sirloin Stockade
Bonk Of Murray
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Community events scheduled
Friday.Sept. n
Friday,Sept,23
Second night of "The p.m. For information call
Devil's Disciple" will be 759-4045, 762-6856 or 759presented by Community 1371.
Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Greater Paducah Area
Playhouse in MurrayChapter of Parents
Calloway County Park.
Without Partners will
Third Annual Single have a potluck supper at
Adult Celebration will be 7:30 p.m. at American
at Broadway United Legion Hall, Paducah.
Methodist Church, For information call 753Paducah, starting at 6:30 4951.

Friday,Sept. 23
Saturday,Sept. 24
Murray -Calloway
Events in Land Between the Lakes will in- County League of Women
clude The Equinox at 7 Voters will have a New
p.m. at Golden Pond Members Coffee at 10
a.m. at Calloway Public
Visitor Center.
Library. All interested
persons are invited.
Events at Murray
"Silly Saturday" for
Moose Lodge will include
Games at 8 p.m. and children of First Baptist
Johnny Glenn in Lounge Church will start at 10
a.m. at church.
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Round and square dancing will be from 7:30 to
11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Murray Squar-ANaders will dance at 8
p.m. at Woodmen of
World Hall.
Community Theatre
will present "The Devil's
Disciple" at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
Community Project
Cleanup at Hazel Park
will start at 9 a.m.
Volunteers are needed.

Head Quarters
Family Hair Care Center

Cleanup at Matheny
Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes will start
at 9 a.m.

Announces a New Staff Member

-ANNA McAD00-

"Community Extravaganza" will be from
5 to 9 p.m. at Farmington
Elementary School.

A licenced cosmatologist with over 14 years experience has
joined our growning staff to provide you with the latest in
high-tech perming, precision coloring and precision hair
cutting.

Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a noon potluck
buffet at club.house.
Gospel singing, sponsored by South Marshall
Junior High Band
Boosters, will start at 7
p.m. at school.

Visit Anna by appointment or walk-in for
the perm of your life only at -

Head Quarters

Festival of Arts will be
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Park.

Where you get selective ser s Ice

7155.12th

753-2266

Kings and Queens Golf
Tournament will be at
Murray Country Club.

Saturday,Sept. 24
Sunday,Sept. 25
Events in Land Bet- County Park. For inween the Lakes will in- formation call 759-1752.
clude National Hunting
Monday,Sept. 26
and Fishing Day Display,
District 17 Unit 1 of
Introduction to Bowhunting for Deer at 10 a.m. LPN Association will
and Migration Alert at 2 meet at 7 p.m. in third
p.m., all at Woodlands floor classroom, MurrayNature Center; Selecting Calloway Hospital.
A Wood Stove at 1 and 2
Cub Scout Pack 57 of
p.m. at Empire Farm;
Lantern Tour at 7:30 p.m. Murray City Schools will
meet at 7 p.m. at pavilion
at The Homeplace-1850.
at North Eighth and
Ladies Inspirational Payne Streets in Old City
Day will be from 10 a.m. Park.
to 2:30 p.m. at Seventh
Meeting of Adult Great
and Poplar Church of Books
Discussion Group
Christ.
has been postponed until
Dance featuring Fire Oct. 10.
Mountain group will be
Hazel and Douglas
from 8 p.m. to midnight Centers will be
open
at Murray Moose Lodge. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. from
for activities by senior citizens.
Sunday,Sept. 25
Homecoming will be at
Creative Arts
Sugar Creek Baptist ment of Murray DepartWoman's
Church.
Club will meet at 9:30
a.m. at club house.
Murray Moose Lodge
will be open from noon to
Reservations for Mur5 p.m.
ray State University Nursing Alumni Association
Events in Land Bet- banquet on Oct. 7 should
ween the Lakes will in- be made by today with
clude Rough Fish Utiliza- Oleta Burkeen.
tion from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Auditions for "Blithe
Center.
Spirit" to be presented by
Community Theatre will
Mission study of Paris start at 7 p.m. at
District United Methodist Playhouse in MurrayWomen will be from 2:30 Calloway County Park.
to 4 p.m. at Dresden For information call 759United Methodist Church, 1752.
Dresden,Tenn.
Five-Day Plan to Stop
Marty Kinsey and Smoking sessions will be
Bread of Life Singers will.at 10 4.m. and 7 p.m. in
present a concert at 7 third floor classroom,
p.m. at Locust Grove Murray -Calloway
Church of Nazarene at Hospital.
Kirksey.
Parents Anonymous
Second day of Festival will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
of Arts will be from 1 to 5 information call 762-2504
p.m. at Murray-Calloway days, or 753-6089, 7534126
County Park. The Coun- or 753-8987 evenings.
try Beat Band will play
Betty Sledd Group of
from 2 to 4 p.m.
First Baptist Church
Community Theatre WMS will meet with Mrs.
will have reunion of all Richard Jones at6 p.m.
cast members, former
Friendship Sunday
cast and crew members
at 5 p.m. in Playhouse in School Class of Westside
the Murray-Calloway Baptist Church will meet
at church.

Ladies Fellowship
to hear Mrs. Larsen
Mrs. Lars Larsen,
Memphis, Tenn., will be
the guest speaker for the
Marshall County Ladies
Full Gospel Fellowship.
The meeting on Tuesday,
Sept. 27, at 10:30 a.m. will
be in a new location, KenBar Inn on Highway 641
near Kentucky Dam.
Mrs. Larsen has been
active in Christian service for many years, as
she and her husband have
led Bible studies and
prayer groups and sponsored a group for
teenagers. She has also
been active in Children's
Evangelism in various
locations around the
country.
The new meeting place
will be in one of the
upstairs meeting rooms
at Ken-Bar with luncheon
following at about 1 p.m.
in the dining room.
Ordering will be either
from the menu or a luncheon buffet.
Anyone who has a handicap that will make it
difficult to climb stairs
should contact one of the
officers before the
meeting for assistance in
getting to the meeting

Mrs. Rudy Holland,
president of Ladies Full
Gospel, is the teacher of
this series. A nursery is
being provideld for those
with young children.

Dr. Neil Weber speaks
at delegates meeting
Dr. Neil Weber, chairman of the Department of
Geosciences and director
of the Mid-America
Remote Sensing Center
at Murray State University, recently spoke to
delegates at the annual
meeting of the Association of Tennessee Valley
Counties.
told the
We
delegates, gathered in
Nashville, how the center
can give technical
assistance in resource

managment and planning. He explained that the
center receives remote
sensing data from NASA
satellites, processes the
information and then
assists the public to use
the data.
The association is
made up of elected county officials from among
the 201 counties of the
TVA service region. Mike
Miller, judge/executive
of Marshall Cotinty,
presided at the meeting.

TULIP FROM CENTRAL ASIA
The tulip is not of Dutch origin. It came originally
from central Asia. An Australian ambassador to
Turkey brought tulips to Vienna in the mid-16th century and the flowers spread to western Europe and
the Netherlands.

Artcraft Photography

Murray Vacuum Center

Week
-end

place.
Ladies Full Gospel is
sponsoring a weekly intercessory prayer group
at the home of Ruth
Holland in Benton each
Tuesday, except the day
of the Ladies Full Gospel
meeting. The prayer
meeting starts at 9 a.m.
and anyone is invited to
attend. If you have
prayer requests, contact
Mrs. Holland at 527-8343.
A Bible study series
"How to Have A Happy/.
Christian Home" is continuing at Christian
Fellowship Church in
Briensburg each Thursday at 10 a.m. All women
are invited to attend this
study, which covers all
aspects of marriage and
home living, in the light
of God's Word. Such subjects as money, sex,
children, divorce, submission, in-law trouble,
etc. are being discussed
in these lessons.

Soles & Service
Lots Of

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

FILTER QUEENS
powerful but very quiet!
We're celebrating thebeautiful season of
FALL, with our Low, Low prices!
Also carry Electrolux, Kirby and other major
brands.

153-0035

118 South 12th St.

201 N.5th

Black's Decorating Center
701 South 4th

Murray

753-0839

Del Mar adds 106 new choices
for the greatest faill sale ever
no
You'll save a bundle on Del Mar Metal Blinds ... and even more vrith an additional $10
Energy Credit on Del Mar Woven Woods,filoitlight Shades, Wood Blinds and Vertical
Blinds. These custom window fashions are easy on the eye, easy on the fuel bills, too,
as they insulate against summer heat and winter chill.

Put on a print sweater
to capture the hearts.

9.99
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Cozy acrylic pullover sweaters. Our
crew neck knits with classic details.
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Top off your favorite casual skirts and
slacks with bright colors and fashion
flair. Junior sizes. Orig. $15.
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HONEY, YOU RE
GOING TO 5E

ATE FOR WORK
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/ ARE YOU
STARING AT YOURSELF
IN THE MIRROR

I WAS JUST WISHING

THEN I COULD SEND

THERE WERE TWO

0-41AA TO WORK AND
I COULD GO BACK
TO
"'BED

—
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Hostaees sneak away while gunman turns back
WOODLAND, Calif.
(AP) — Aided by police,
15 people held hostage at
a hospital sneaked away
while a gunman's back
was turned, just hours
after deputies killed a
robber at a film plant and
had to persuade 20 terrified workers they were
really free, authorities
said.
The two Sacramento
Valley hostage dramas
Thursday involved 35
people and left one man
dead and a law officer
wounded.
Hostages held at
Woodland Memorial
Hospital escaped their
shotgun-toting captor,
who had delusions that
his son was ill, by following instructions written
on a card held up by
police." They sneaked out
a back door in twos and
threes when the gunman
turned his back to
negotiate with officers, to
whom he later surrendered.
A dozen miles away at
a North Highlands photo
processing plant, officers
earlier had shot and killed one of three men who
police said apparently
were seeking a chemical
they thought could be used to make the
hallucinogenic drug PCP.
After the gun battle, in
which an officer was
wounded, the other two
suspects were arrested
and the 20 employees who
had been hiding in
darkrooms for four hours
were freed unharmed.
In Woodland, a farm
town 20 miles west of
Sacramento, police said
unemployed welder Scott
Craig entered the
hospital cafeteria, fired
his shotgun into the ceiling and claimed his son
had been poisoned or had
cancer of the stomach.
"Suddenly a man came
in and said, 'I want your
attention, please. My son
was poisoned here. I want
to know why the doctors
won't admit that there is

a problem," said Sherl
Arinino, a hospital techniclan.
Pete Venezia, a police
psychologist and
negotiator, said Craig, 31,
of Woodland, was
— disillusioned and
disturbed."
When the shot was
fired, "we all just held
each others' hands and
lowered ourselves
beneath the tables," Ms.,
Annino said. "After our
ears stopped ringing, we
kind of collected our
thoughts, and we all sort
of sat in our seats looking
at this man holding a
shotgun at us."
Officers said they
established eye contact
with Craig through a hall

leading to the hospital
lobby and spoke with him
by telephone.
After more than an
hour, while Craig's back
was turned to his
hostages, an officer held
up a note visible through
a back door. Ms. Annino
said it instructed the

hostages to slip out the
back in twos and threes.
Craig apparently didn't
realize he was losing
hostages, said Sgt,
Charles Bowman, chief IP YOU
SEE
police negotiator, or, if he BEETLE, TELL
did, at that point in the HIM I WANT
ordeal it didn't matter to TO SEE HIM
him.

9-25

HE SAID

Selected
Groups of
Fall Sportswear
/
1 3 Off

must concur in the decision before doctors can
write explicit orders to
bar resuscitation of a dying patient, the VA said
Wednesday.

Inc

IF YOU SEE

IF I SEE

A&AIN,

YOU NOT
TO TELL
YOU I

SEE TO IT
THAT YOU TELL
HIM I WANT
TO SEE HIM(

SAW NIM

Terminally ill may choose death
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Terminally ill patients at
Veterans Administration
hospitals have won the
right to choose death
rather than resuscitation
if their heart or lungs fail.
Under the policy, the
patient, a disinterested
third party and all
members of the medical
team involved in the case

1983 united Feature SYnd,Cale

LET ME
GET THIS
STRAIGHTIF I SEE...

WOULD YOU
TWO SEE Al3OLJT
ALL THIS
OUTSIDE?!
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Sale 7.99
Save on

Hunt TCU3. Separates.

THE CLEMMIE
JORDAN SHOPPE

with imperfections so
slight they won't affect
the looks or wearability.

Paris Road Mayfield

A

Now Featuring
Lady Monhotten
Phyllis Sidney and
Fire Islander Woman
Lines
Sizes 30-46

0

4

Shop now from our
FALL SHOPPER CIRCULAR!
416.

FALL 11111WPER
Sale 7.99
Orig. $22. Hunt ClubTM Denims. Pure bred classics in pre-washed cotton.
With the fabulous fit and quality that makes them an unmatched value.
For a look that never goes out of style. Denim Jeans in junior sizes. Just
one of our Hunt ClubTM Classics at a very special price.

Orig. Sale
$22...7.99
$22...7.99
$20...7.99
$20...7.99

Corduroy Pant
1 1 Denim Skirt
Twill Jean
Corduroy Skirt
Junior Sizes
JCPenney

If you haven't received your Qiarkgri
i
D
e
copy, get one FREE at

Murray Home & Auto

JCPenneYChestnut

Hills Shopping Cenlpr
Murray, Kentucky

Chestnut St., Murray 753-2571
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Contemporary religious thoughts

Churches announce services

Enlightened age discussed
By DEAN WOODARD
that beset us is out of date
Pastor, Bethel and
for today, besides
Brooks Chapel
religion is not very meanU.M. Churches
ingful.
We are living in the
We are too busy enjoymost enlightened age of , ing life and seeking
mankind in History. The security for today and the
advances in Science and future. Government for
Technology are stupen- many people has replacdous.
ed God because they look
The advance in to government for food,
knowledge is available clothing and shelter.
for practically everyone
There is a security
in the United States but available to everyone
the advance in that which that gives security both
counts both in this life within this world and the
and in the life to come is world to come.
in decline for many
There is coming soon
within the membership of and a lot sooner than
the churches.
many think a time when
Everyone has access to many of these earthly
the Holy Bible and if you securities will be
don't have a Bible, you destroyed. People in
can get one free from various parts of our nasome Christian individual tion and the world can
or group. The problem is vouch for that today.
that many have a Bible or
We live in a land of
Bibles and yet they know plenty but as we view the
very little of what it con- experiences of this year,
tains. They never take we begin to wonder if the
the time to read and land of plenty may no
study its contents.
longer be the land of plenToday, we read all ty.
kinds of magazines about
People are recalling
every area of sports, the days of the droughts
recreation, pleasures and of the past especially
all kinds of crafts. But out those days of the dust
of that vast number of bowl of the 1930's.
magazines there are very Generally with drought
few religious magazines comes depression and the
found in these homes. spectre of death. In these
Generally our problem is latter years we have seen
that we are not interested all manner of earthly
in religion.
castrophes The signs of
Many people today like the times seem to evade
to have their names upon us.
the roll of a church but do
What am I saying? Its
not want any active par- about time for us to get
ticipation in the on going our lives in order, or be
of the church.
prepared to face the tryTheir time is all involv- ing days that are ahead
ed in work and worldly for our nation and the
pleasures. There's not world. We need to begin
enough extra time for the to prepare today.
worship of God.
The most important
We have millions of preparation we can make
sunworshipers and is preparation for our
pleasure worshipers but soul to live beyond this
that which gives peace of world and this life. It's up
mind and peace within to us whether our soul
the soul of man and lives or dies.
freedom from the fears
The preparation for the

soul to live begins with
repentance of past sins
and the asking of Jesus
Christ to forgive us and
save us.
The temple in which we
live ) or body) is in our
charge but to provide a
place for our soul to live
beyond this life is found
by transferring the rulership of our temple over to
Jesus Christ.
This is the starting
point and as we grow, we
then realize that our
strength alone is not sufficient to be victorious and
we must ask Jesus for the
promised power of the
Father to fill us that we
might gain victory and
mastery over our lives today.

r.•••••

CONCERT PLANNED — Marty Kinsey and the
group of singers known as the Bread of Life Singers
will be featured in a sacred concert on Sunday,
Sept. 25, at 7 p.m. at Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene, one mile north of Kirksey, one-half mile
off Highway 299. This university group has been
featured in concerts in different churches in the
past few months. The public is invited,said the Rev.
Ereel Carter, church pastor.

Various churches in the
The United Methodist
city and county have an- Youth Fellowship will
nounced services and meet at 5 p.m. at Hazel.
meetings for Sunday,
Sept. 25, as follows:
Sinking Spring
The Rev. Eddie Young
Mason's Chapel
will speak about "Divine
and Hazel
Nature", with scripture
The Rev. John Chur- from II Peter 1:1-4 at 11
chwell, pastor, will speak a.m. and about "Facing
about "Biblical Faith and the Pagan World" with
Reality" with scripture scripture from Acts
from Philippians 4:1-13 at 19:24-36 at 7:30 p.m. at
10 a.m. at Mason's Sinking Spring Baptist
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Church and at 11 a.m. at
Max McGinnis will
Hazel United Methodist direct the choir as
Church,
members sing "Blessed
At Mason's the singing Redeemer" at the mornwill be directed by Frank ing hour. Renee Young
Coles with Karen Coles as will be pianist and Laura
pianist and Sharon Myatt Paschall will be organist.
as organist. Sunday
Sunday School will be
School will be at 11 a.m..
at 10 a.m. and Church
J.W. and Toni Jones Training at 6:30 p.m.
will be in charge of the
music at Hazel. Sunday
First Christian
School will be at 10 a.m.
Walter Apperson will
be speaker at worship
services at 10:45 a.m. at
First Christian Church
( Disciples of Christ).
Darrell McFerron, chairbut Armstrong said that man
of Every Member
in practice they get bogg- Commitme
nt Committee,
ed down with procedure also
will speak.
and are difficult to enThe Chancel Choir will
force quickly.
sing "0 Be Joyful In The
He said the restraining Lord"
with Margaret
order provision would be
Boone as director and
a simple, direct method
Maxine Clark as
to halt intimidation
organist.
through civil action.
Assisting will be Corine
On the restitution pro- McNutt, Howard
posal, a court would be Titsworth, Norman Hale,
required to state on the Elmer Collins, Ron Gray,
record what cir- Sandy Lucas, Bennie
cumstances prevent full Maddox, Jim Stickler,
or partial restitution.
Betty Hale, Marie Forrester,
Chris Harrison
The victim assistance
network comprises a and Betty McCord.
Sunday School will be
variety of law enforcement officials and at 9:30 a.m. and Church
organizations dedicated Board will have a called
meeting at 8:30 a.m. in
to help crime victims.
Fellowship Hall.

Breaks for crime victims being pushed
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP — Under the theme
that it's time to give the
crime victim a break, a
statewide organization is
pushing for new laws in
the 1984 General
Assembly.
The proposals are
designed to "place victims' rights on a par with
those afforded to the
perpetrators of crime,"
Jefferson Commonwealth's Attorney
Dave Armstrong said
Thursday.
At a news conference,
he said one of the most
important would mandate the filing of "victim
impact statements" with
the court before sentencing of criminal defendants.
A second part of the
package segment offers
increased protection to
victims and witnesses
from intimidation that
often occurs, Armstrong
said.
To achieve that, a new

Announcing:
Our New Sunday Worship Schedule
8:30 A.M. First Worship
9:30 A.M. Bible Classes
10:30 A.M. Second Worship
6:00 P.M. Evening Worship

remedy was proposed —
filing of a restraining
order by county and commonwealth's attorneys.
A third section would
consolidate and clarify
the current resitution
statutes in Kentucky, re9uiring payment by the
convicted criminal to the
victim or surviving family.
The last phase of the
package deals with fair
standards of treatment
for crime victims and
witnesses.
It requires they be
notified of the availability
of compensation, be updated on the status of a
case, get back property
held as evidence and be
apprised of the criminal's
release from prison.
"The crime victim's
voice has not always been
heard," Armstrong said.
"Tkiis is a major and
coMprehensive act that
will guarantee the rights
that have long been
denied innocent victims."
Armstrong, the
Democratic nominee for
attorney general in
November's election,
said he believes the proposals are "a forerunner
of what justice in Kentucky ought to be ... This
is the time for it. This is
the mood of the people."
He said the package
will be modeled mostly on
federal legislation
enacted in 1982.
Armstrong said state
Sen. David Karem, DLouisville, will introduce

the legislation and an
organization called the
Victim Assistance Network will lobby for it.
Armstrong is the network
board's chairman.
He said the victim impact statements to courts
"will include but not be
ilimited to physical injury, monetary loss and
psychological damage
sustained during the commission of the crime."
Armstrong said many
judges currently give the
victim an opportunity to
speak at the sentencing,
but the new format would
become standard.
There also currently
are laws to stop harassment and intimidation,

Liquor ads being discussed
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. ( AP) — Lawyers for
Western Kentucky
University and an
alcoholic beverage
distributor planned a
meeting today with state
officials to discuss changing a regulation which
forbids liquor ads in state
university publications.
Edward Farris, chairman of the state Alcoholic
Beverage Control Board,
said that Hamp Moore,
lawyer for JB
Distributors Inc., and
William Bivin, Western's
lawyer, requested the
meeting with the board to
discuss repealing or
rescinding the regulation.
"It's a subject that's
periodically discussed,"

Give Our Very Best To Your House,

University
Church of Christ
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Farris said, particularly
by college student
newspapers interested in
publishing the advertisements.
To repeal the regulation, the ABC board
would have to adopt a
new regulation repealing
it, Farris said. The repeal
regulation also would
have to be reviewed by
the Legislative Research
Commission and the Administrative Review Subcommittee of the General
Assembly before approval, he added.

Man getting pay
COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The Chessie
System railroad has
agreed to pay $14,000 in
back pay to a Cincinnati
man who claimed he was
fired because he was
black.
Edward Prophett must
also be offered an entry
level job by the railroad,
according to the settlement reached with the
Kentucky Commission on
Humrnan Rights.
Under the agreement
signed last month,
however, the railroad did
not admit to racial
discrimination.

First Methodist
Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
Jr., minister, will speak
about "The Glory and

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky.(AP) — Three people
were injured and about 30
head of cattle were killed
Thursday when a tractor-
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Black's Decorating Center
\701 S. 4th

CC

753-0839

Murray

Don't Miss These Buys

Adults

Children

$695 425
Kenlake State Resort
Park

302 Main Street In The
Old Jeffrey's Building

Great Values On Many Items Such As:
Wheelchair
Shoes-Men's, Wom,?n's, Children's
Drug Store Items
Crutches

753-3753
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Sugar Creek
The Rev. Gerald Owen,
pastor, will speak at the
11 a.m. homecoming service at Sugar Creek Baptist Church. Harley
Barnett will be deacon
chairman.
Sunday School with
Ricky Harris as director
will be at 10 a.m. Jack
Miller, church music
director, will be in charge
of the gospel singing in
the afternoon. Cyndy Carrol is church pianist. A
basket dinner will be
served.
Elm Grove
The Rev. Terry Sills,
director of missions of
Blood River Baptist
Continued on page 9

trailer overturned on Interstate 65 about three
miles from Bowling
Green.
The trailer was
demolished and cattle
began wandering across
the highway, triggering
five more accidents, said
Kentucky State Police
Trooper Tony Clemmons.
Clemmons said David
Francis, 31, of Middletown, Ohio, apparently fell asleep about 3 a.m.
at the wheel of his
tractor-trailer.
The truck veered onto
the shoulder of the
highway, but when he attempted to return the
truck to the road, the cattle shifted, causing the
truck to overturn, Clemmons said.

COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The U.S. Department of Justice will open
a full-time office in Covington beginning in 1984,
according to Louis
DeFalaise, U.S. attorney
for the Eastern District of
Kentucky.
DeFalaise- said prosecutors from the Lex,
:
ington office were nor
many assigned to northern Kentucky cases.
However, the increasing
caseload has made it
necessary to open 8 fulltime office here, ir added.

_

Just Received New Shipment
Children's Clothes - Newborn
thru Teen Sizes

...WOO:17404 *
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First Presbyterian
Dr. Frank Kodman,
guest speaker, will talk
about "What Is A
Church?" with scripture
from Matthew 16:13-18 at
the 10:45 a.m. service at
First Presbyterian
Church. Alida Graves
will be worship leader.
The Choir, directed by
Judy Henry, will sing the
anthem, "I Will Arise,"
with Cynthia Scribner as
organist.
Church School
Assembly will begin at
9:30 a.m.

New office
will open
in Covington

Bold Liquidators
rA

Bethel and
Brooks Chapel
The Rev. Dean
Woodard will speak about
"Demeaning Your Birthright" with scripture
from Genesis 25:24-34 at
9:30 a.m. at Bethel
United Methodist Church
and at 11 a.m. at Brooks Chapel UM Church. An
Administrative Board
meeting will follow the
latter service.
At the 6 p.m. service at
Bethel Church, the pastor
will spak about "The
Revealing Spirit" with
scripture from I Corinthians 2:11-16.

Tractor-trailer wreck ocCurs

Ghdden s BEST late. house PCP t
hundieds 01 colo,s to, years
of Andy'
we.*

Saturday Night 5:00-9:00 p.m.

Steam Boat Round Roast Beef carved on the
line, Southern Style Fried Chicken, Ky.'
Country Horn, Spicy Barbecue Spare Ribs,
Ky. Lake Catfish, Asstd. Vegetables, Asst.
Ky. Made Cheese, Large Salad Bar and
Beverage.

Seventh& Poplar
Danny Cleaver will
speak about "Lessons
From Judas Iscariot"
with scripture from Matthew 27:3-10 at 8:30 and
10:40 a.m. services at
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. His 6
p.m. topic will be "The
Word of God" with scripture from Psalm 119:97104.
Assisting will be Jerry
Bolls, Jerry Ainley, Jay
Lamb, Barry Canter,
Stan Simmons, Earl Nanny, Kritt Albritten, Webb
Caldwell, Jim Wilson,
rommy Carraway, Eddie
Rogers, Kenneth
Cleaver, Joe Thornton,
Noah Wheatley, Max
Farley, Gary Yuill, Paul
Ragsdale, Aubrey Hatcher, Charles Haley and
Emmanuel Manners.
Bible classes will be at
9:45 a.m.

The Struggle" with scripture from Luke 9:23-33 at
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. services at First United
Methodist Church.
The Chapel Choir,
directed by Larrie Clark,
will sing "For the Beauty
of the Earth" at the early
'service. The Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan, will sing "Come
Christians Join To Sing"
at the later service. Playing the organ will be l3ea
Farrell and trumpet.s wll
be Lyle Manwaring and
Kurt Slaughenhaupt.
The Fall Preaching
Mission will start at 7
p.m. with Dr. Walter Lee
Underwood as speaker.
Services will be at noon
and 7 p.m. through
Wednesday.
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Hours
IL,
tchurch. The children's Church Training at6 p.m.
Sun. - Thurs.
Attend Church Continued from page 8
morning hour. The
Association, will speak at mession
l i l• I

Regularly

Fri. & Sat.
7 O.M. -Midnight

11 a.m. service at Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
The Rev. Harold
Lassiter, pastor of New
Palestine Baptist Church,
Crofton, will speak at 6:45
p.m.
At the morning hour the
Church Choir will sing
"I'll Glory in the Cross"
with Kerry Vasseur as
director. Musicians will
be Glenda Rowlett, Paula
Kinsolving and Teresa
Suiter.
"Sonlight" will be the
group singing at the evening hour.
Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. and Church
Training at 6 p.m.

Luke 16.
Westside Baptist
The Church Choir will
The Rev. Don Farmer,
sing "Breathe On Me." pastor, will speak at 10:50
Evening worship will be a.m. and 6 p.m. services
at 6:30p.m.
at Westside Baptist
Church. Gene Jones will
Grace Baptist
serve as deacon of the
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, week.
pastor, will speak at 10:50
The Church Choir,
a.m. and 5:30 p.m. ser- directed by Tommy
vice at Grace Baptist Scott, will sing "Victory
Church.
In Jesus" with Patsy
Leland Peeler will Neale as organist and
direct the Church Choir Susie Scott as pianist at
as members sing "I've the morning hour.
Been To Calvary" with
At the evening hour the
Dwane Jones as organist choir will sing "Until
and Anita Smith as That Time" with Lois
pianist.
Bridgeman playing the
Sunday School will be flute. Mark Adkinson will
at 9:45 a.m.
sing a solo.
Sunday School will be
Goshen Methodist
Memorial Baptist
at 10 a.m.
The Rev. Roland Jones,
Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor, will speak at 11 pastor, will speak at 10:50
First Baptist
a.m. service at Goshen a.m. and 7 p.m. services
Dr. Greg Earwood,
United Methodist Church. at Memorial Baptist pastor, will speak at 10:45
Bobby Wilson will be wor- Church. Jim Carlin will a.m. and 7 p.m. services
ship leader and Norma serve as deacon of the at First Baptist Church.
Edwards will give the week.
The ordinance of baptism
children's devotion.
The Sanctuary Choir, will be observed at the
Sunday School will directed by Milton morning hour.
begin at 10 a.m.
Gresham, will sing "The
Assisting will be RanDay He Wore My Crown" dall Routt, Jamie
South Pleasant
with Randall Winchester Washer, deacon of the
The Rev. Paul McAdoo, as organist and Margaret week,and Marvin Harris.
pastor, will speak from and Michael Wilkins as
The Adult Choir,
Psalms 146 at 10:45 a.m. pianist.
directed by Wayne
service at South Pleasant
Church Teaching will Halley, will sing "It Is
Grove United Methodist be at 9:40 a.m. and Well With My Soul" at the

Breakfast Served
7 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

Carroll Tire Service
uNingyaL Your UNIROYAL Tire Dealer
1Y2 Blocks East of So. 12th
1105 Pogue
753-1489

Kentway Fria Ckiekts
'It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious lief sod Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orders 753-7101

Let Us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

12th 8z Main-Murray,Ky.

Attend The Church Of Your Choice
MURRAY
Enjoy Our Dining Facilities
Sunday Buffet
753-5986
Served
a.m. -2:30 a.m.

1:30

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
- 753-2654
641 North

PIZZA HUT
•Pizie•Peste•Sendwiches
12th de Chestnut,759-4646

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop C:CurtifsitedomTeacher
Orders
Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. *Supplies
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Pt I Murray
Wed.& Fri. 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
753-2540

Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
We install auto glass
Auto Paint Matenal

512 S. 12th

753-4563

Buck's Body Shop
AutoEstablish
Body & Frame Work
ed 1945

900 Sycamore

753-5142

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple
Phne 753-1713

FLIPPEN'S
HILLBILLY BARN
OPEN ALL YEAR
FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
COMPLIMENTS OF

Belcher
Oil Co.

r,

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALL
OWA1 SERVICE
Industrial

TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING CENTER

BAPTIST

BAPTIST

BLOOD RIVER
Morrung Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER
Morrung Worship
I I 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 pm
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
COLDWATER
Mormng Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Services
6 00 p m
COLD WATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
045
Morning Services
11 00
Evening Services
6 00
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Seen
6 30p m
Sunday School
10 Warn
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Sunday Nite
6 00 p m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
7 Op.m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100 a m
Evenuig Worship
6 45 p m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morrung Worship
II Warn
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evenum Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 On m
Evening Worship
6_45 p.m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday Schad
9 45 a m
- Morning Warship
10 45 a m
Singing, Eve Wor
6 00 p m
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a rri
Mccrium Worstup
11 00 a m
Church Training
5 00 p m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
Op m

SALEM BAPTIST
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
715 p m
Evening Worship
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Everung Worship
7 00 p m
SINKING SPRING
Monwm Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7,30 p m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 03 a m
Morning Worship
II Oa m
Training Union
6 30 p m
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
Wed Worship
7 30 p m
ST JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH
Morning Worship
9 45 a m
Sunday School
I I 00 a m
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 45 pm
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
la CO a.m
Morning Worship
10 50 a rn.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
Wed Evening Ser
7 03 p m
PLAIN GOSPEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
MISSION
Sunday Schaal
10,01
Service
11:01
Evening
60
Wednesday
7.00

HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
II 00 a m
Evening Service
5 30 p m
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Eveung Worship
7 30 p m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Preaching
11 00 a m & 00 p m
Wednesday night
7 00 p m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 Warn
Evening Worship
7 CO p m
LONE OAK
PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2 00 p m
3ril Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 0a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Preaching Sem
II 03 a m
Nightly Service
6 Op m
OWENS CHAPEL.
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11 CO a m
Sunday Evening
6 Op m
Wednesday Evening
Op m
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
I I 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m

DEXTER
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10.00a m
Mormng Service
10 45 a m
6 00 pm
Wed Worship
7 30 p m
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
10
AM. Worship
10. 50
PM Worship
6.0
Mid-Week
7 03
KIMSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a. m
Morning Worship
16 50 a m
Evening Worship
7 WS p.m
,Simday&WedneaLysi
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
11 Wa.m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
II CO a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 a m
Evening Worship
6 Op in
SEVENTH & POPLAR
Worship Service
130am
Bible Study
9 45 a m
Worship Service
10 40 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wed Bible Study
7 30 p m
winter
Op M. =ITV'
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50• m
Evening Worship
6 Op m
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship
10 30 a m

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10.33 a m
2nd & 4th Swi Night
6 00 p m.
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a m.
Morning Worship
11 Warn
1st & 3rd Sun Night
7 00 p m
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11 00 a.m 1st & 2nd
Sunday, 1000 a.m 3rd & 41h. Sunday.
School 10 00 a.m 1st & 2nd Sunday.
11 03 a.m 3rd & 4th Sunday
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
900
Sunday School
9,45
DEXTERHARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship
11 00 a.m.,6 03p m.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
CO& 11 50a m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11 W a m.
Sunday School
10.00 a m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10 00 a m.
Worship Service
11 Warn
Evening Ser Wor.
6,30p.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship
10,00 a m.
Sunday School
11,00a m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 On m.
KIFUCSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 Warn
Evening Worship
7 0pm
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9 45 a m.
Church School
10 45 a m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9.30a.m
Sunday School
10 30 a . m
MASONS CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
10.01 a m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
MT CARMEL
Worship Service 10 00 a.m bid Sunday. II 00 a.m 4th Sunday, SUnday
School 10-00 a.m 1st. 3rd Ith Sunday
11 a m. 2nd Sunday.
MT. HEBRON
Worship Service 100 a.m. 1st Sunday
& 11 WI 3rd Sunday. Sunday School
1100 a.m. 1st Sunday - 10 00 a m
2nd,3rd & 4th Sunday
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 Warn
Worship
11 03 a.m
RUSSELL'S CHA PEI. UNITED
9.45 a.m.
Warship
Sumday School
II 00 N.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a.m
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening
6 00 p m
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worstup
11 Cala m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sway School
11 .40 a m
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a m
Morning Service
11 am
Pastor William J. Pratt

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services
10 45 a m
&6 03pm
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10 30 a m
Bible School
9-30 a.m
Everung Service
6 01 p.m

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO
Bible Study
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 -00am
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
10.50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m

Other men

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Warning Worship
11 .10 am
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
MURRAY CHURCH
Siusday School
9 45 a.m
10 45 a m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6.00 p m
Wednesday Worship
6. 30 p.m.

rz,

Hwy.94 East
Bibles, Books, Cards, Music,
Gifts, Children's Books, etc.

489-2199

Apratimmt

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Mocks & Reedy Mix Onscritto

Rt. 2
Murray

753-3540

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School
9 30 a m
Worship Service
10 45 a m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
II Oa m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Monung Worstup
11 CO a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Worship Service
11 Oa m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 Oar
Worstup Serv
I1am,7pm

PENTECOSTAL
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00am
Evening Worship
6 30p m
Wed Service
J3Opm
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
220 Coldwater Rd
Ser
10-11a m. 7 00pm
Wed Bible Study
7 01 p m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
10 CO a m
Morning Worship
11 On m
Sunday Evening
7 00 p m
Thurs Hite
7 Op m
BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 Oa m
Worship Service
II Warn
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
THE CHURCH Of' JESUS
CHRIST-Almo Heights
Sunday School
10 CO a m
Worship Service
II a.rn 7 p m.
UNITED. NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10 Os m
Worship Serv
II am .6 p.m.

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Murray Middle
School Cafeteria
Sunday School
930
Morning Worship
10 30
NORTHSIDE
INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road, Dexter
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
I I 00 a m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
lath at Calloway
Church School
10 00 a m
11 00am
Worship
6 30 p m
Sunday Evening

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATER DAY SAINTS
STOS Ilith St
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Sacrament Meet
11 Mum
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave & 17th St Murray
Sunday
II Oa m
Sunday School
11 CO a m
7 30 p m
bid Wed
12-3
RR bid Wed
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
915 a in.
Sunday School/13i* Class
10 30 a m
Worship
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower
10 30 a m
9 30 a m
Bible larture
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 9 15 m
Worship
Sat 11 00 a m
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAl.
Holy Cornmumeo
SCOam
Sanday Schooi
9 15 a m
Holy COTTOG14111
10 30 a m
ST HENRY'S CATHOUC
CHURCH M Aurora
Sat
6.Wpm
Sim
1 Na m
ST LEO CATHOL11
CHURCH
Sunda) Masses S 00 p.m. Saturday
1 Warn Sunda,
11 00 m Sunda,

753-2380

Hwy. 121

'
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VICTORS

Victor's Restaurant
West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist
WE DELIVER
DINING ROOM
1301W. Main-

CARRY-OUT SERVICE OR753-7745
PRIN
TING1
Winchester Services
Murray, Ky.

753-5397

701

Main --

753-5273

Purchase
Equipment Co., Inc.

Charles Roberts, James Rickman
Hwy. 94 fast & Don Chapman
753-2215

Western Sizzlin
Steak House®

Serving Steak, T. Bone
12th Street NowPrime
Rib 8 Seafood 759-9555
South 12th Street
Southold* Con

753-8971
Joe Todd
Motor Sales
Joe Todd 8. Larry Hale
5075. 12th

753-2814

Storey's
Food Giant
Bel Air Shopping Center

Compliments of
BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED
Complete Milling Facilities"
Industrial Rd.•••• 753-5378

PURINA
[HMIS

Compliments Of

Lynn Grove
Super Market
Owners:

Lynn Grove,
Ky.

At

Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

The Meek
Shall Inherit
The Earth
MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION
DEALERS ONLY • THURSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-8300

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

753-2411

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT
Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, ky
437-4871
4,
7 .mpliments

Of

Wells Electric
402 N. 12th, Murray

753-4845

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
HEATING • AIR CONDITIONING •SHEET METAL

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

802 CHESTNUT

753-821

BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
753-5742

County Line Grocery

MACHINE SHOP & PARTS

Hal Hemp, R.R.T.
107 South 4th Street
Murray, Ky.

OTHERS

Taylor Seed Co.
Groceries & Gasoliu

H&LLAND MEDICAL

INDEPENDENT

Compliments

TUCKER'S 753.65"
AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO
A'V'S

PRESBYTERIAN

Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
153-6168

Lynn Grove Rood

EAST SIDE COURT SQUARE
15% Cosh Discount On Prescriptions
Bah Donn, PPM. Free Delivery gig Hewlett, tpN.
753-1462 - 24 Hrs.
Home Health Care Equipment Specialist
Sales And Rental

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
435-44151
Co
Parker
FORD
.,- Ford Inc.
twat

Vaughn's Plumbing
753-1834

1-01.1toliand DA41.4p

Episcopal
The Rev. David Robinson, vicar, will conduct
Holy Eucharist services
at 8 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Lynn Grove
Church.
Assisting will be Cathy
Krizan, Allison Sickel,
Carl Mowery III, Claudia
Moore, Carl Mowery,
ICAthie Gentry, Louise
Sickel, Ren Leys and
Brian Krizan
Church school classes
will start at 9:15 a.m.

ley lIcksealree, Plaraxist
Olympic Plaza

Free Pickup
Op..6:30 cm.-Closo 11:00 p.m.
Sonar, Open 8:00 cm.-Closit 10:00 p.m. & Delivery
See* 12th -Phone 753-9131

753-6779

Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T.
Garland, pastor, will
speak at Il a.m. and 7
p.m. services at Hazel
Baptist Church.
At the 11 a.m. service
the Church Choir will sing
"Teach Me To Pray" and
Paula Stutts will sing "He
Touched Me." Gene Orr
Miller is director of
music with Gwyn Key as
organist and Oneida
White as pianist.
Sunday School will be
at 9:45 a.m. and Church
Training at 6 p.m.

Everyday Low Price Prescription Service

641 Super Shell

Wheel Alignment

Ladies Choir will sing "I
Have A Fountain" at the
evening hour.
Sunday School will be
at 9:30a.m.

Byron's Discount Pharmacy

Eastwood Christian
Bookstore

Hooks

East Main'Street

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 Warn
Wed Eve Bible Study
7 00 p m

Mon-Tues-Thurs 6-10
Wed-Fri-Sat 1-5
!Miles West ef 641 See% se Leering Reed
492-11869

Su,n1ir
408 N. 4th

6 03pm
Evening Worship
WEST MURRAY
10 Ma m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worslup

CHRISTIAN

Ann's Ceramicsly

Free lest!satiees

Well 8. Floor Covering
Solithside Shopping Center
753-3321

Bringing Our Third Year Of Airline
Service To Murray & Calloway County

will be from

6 Days A Week 6-1
489-2533

GERALD BOYD - OWNER

Major Engine
Repair
•A/C ionTune-up Service
Automatic
Transmiss
Service

407 South 4th

753-1750

Quality Materials
• Fair Prices
•Prompt Sorvico

orsworthY_753-6450,

•

7.1
•

•
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British rock group seeks decision from court

less • Aitil Mart Sell, tor, It-'.'. ID V1/ t' Mart Sell ,

CINCINNATI ( AP) —
Lawyers for the British
rock group, The Who,
have filed notice they will
ask the Ohio Surpeme
Court to rule the group
cannot be liable for
punitive damages in connection with the deaths of
11 people at a concert.
Eleven died and 23

were injured Dec. 3, 1979,
outside Riverfront Coliseum in a crowd crush
just before a concert.
Last month the First
Ohio District Court of Appeals said the parents of
Peter Bowes, who was
one of those killed, were
entitled to sue for
punitive as well as real

damages.
Also last month, out-ofcourt settlements were
made with survivors of
nine of the dead and all of
the injured. The family of
one victim did not sue.
The settlements,
however, did not include
punitive damages.
The appeals court also

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock market
Prices furnished by First of
Michigan, Woodman Bldg.
•-•

-2.13

Industrial Average

Federal
22 Long
Rifle Shells

Bunte
Orange
Slices

50 Per Box

2/1.00 1.00
180: Bog
Reg 57

Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Emerson Electric
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich

Kleenex
Paper
Towels

47% +//8
30% -%
667/8 -%
30%
/
2
53/
3
4 -1
62/
3
4 4-'/4
641
/
4 +%
151
/
2 unc.
/
4
551
/
2 -1
/
2
741
/
2 -1
/
2
353
/
4 +1
/
4
36% -1

Goodyear
Gulf Oil
I.B.M
Jerico
J.C. Penney
Johnson & Johnson
K Mart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
C.E.F. Yield

307/8 unc.
43/
3
4 +114
/
2
1243
/
4 +1
/
2
19% -1
58% unc.
441
/
2 -%
37% +½
/
4
20/
1
4 -11
/
2 +1,42
411
49% +%
/
2
381
/
4 -1
36% -143
/
2
1
2 +1
33/
/
4
3
4 +1
40/
/
4
151
/
2 +1
19 +7/8
9 15

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS— MOTU AL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Reg 1.28
Reg 74

Triangle Inn Weekly Specials

Scope or Signal
Mouthwash

Mon. night: Fried Chicken Dinner $3.25
Tues. night: Country Fried Steak Dinner $3.25
Wed. night: Catfish Dinners $2.75
Thurs. night: Buy 1 hamburger steak dinner
for $3.75 8, get the second one
for $1.29
Fri. & Sat. nights: All you can
eat Catfish dinners for $4.00

240z.
Reg 2.12

Mon. thru Sat. Dinners are served
with potato, cole slow and bread
Sun. Special: Plate Lunches
1 Meat
3 Vegtables
Drink & Dessert
For $3.50
Come Join Us!
We Are Now Serving
Mrs. Gilbert's Famous
Homemade Rolls

Unisonic
Pushbutton
Telephone
Lastl\kimber
Memory Redial
Reg. 12.86

Triangle Inn Restuarant
Owned by Tressia and Earl Taber:
501 S 12th

Motorcraft
FL-1A
Longlife
Oil Filter
Reg. 2.73

2/5.00
Comfort
Top Sheer
Knee
Highs

J;
(
14454_7tt
1.01,
'ESTY31 e

G.E.
Standard
Light
Bulbs
40,60, 75, 100
Watt Size
Reg. 1.38

4 Per
Package
Reg. 1.00

Furnace
Filter

44`
Most Popular Sizes
Reg. 2/1.00

V/AL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — It H orar ntentlor to have no, adverlHed
,ten,.r stock However I lue In any unforeseen reason an advealtsed den, cs no aratlabie lot pur
chase Wat Marl will Issue a Ron Check on request for the mecchanDeSe to be purchased at Pie sale
Phce whenever as/Ma/ale or *A 5,1, vn,t ttmota, 'tern at a -.1,1,
,C mice We ',wry,
1:tatablet reduCto0
tiC '''rth, I. 1,1,0 10.11
titteS
,

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The Prichard
Committee for Academic
Excellence has received
an $80,000 grant from the
Kentucky Economic
Development Corp,
The grant, $40,000 each
year for two years, is a
challenge to other corporations and foundations, said W.T. Young,
board chairman of the
Economic Development
Corp.
The Committee for
Academic Excellence is
the successor to the
Prichard Committee
which made several
enclations for imng KenturkOs
r education system.
The committee, a
private citizens organization, will monitor its
recommendations, and
will also look into ways to
improve Kentucky's
elementary and secondary education.

Hog market
icicay,

berMarket
n.im New, Service Friy.
September
Purchase
E.ve
AreaBarrow
Hog Market
_Report lac
.44
1udais 6 Buying Stations

Gi-

Soya under
'I
n
tlillece7
Urd
1-2YrWer
le Its,, .
US 2 200410 lbs.
US 2 210420 lbs.
US 2-3 250471 lbs

kwer 5411437S.44
W 75-a44.23
142.7243.72

S
US
ws
1.2 3711-350 lbs
US 1-3 300-430
US 1-3 420400 Ma_
US 1-3 420400 Ito..........
USW 300450 lbs......
US 2-3 300-501 lbs
Boars

as-31

Its,'
a

14142..543544.21
S33.0042.00

4
$
j 447.°"700-37.00
. 0311.00-4110
133 0044.00

CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
GENERAL BUDGET
FOR SCHOOL YEAR 198344
In compliance with Kentucky Revised Statutes and the regulations of the State Board of
Education, we,the board of education of the Calloway County School District hereby submit to you
for approval our General School Budget showing the estimated expenditures, the estimated
receipts, the rate of levy specified by this board for the succeeding school year July 1, 1983,to June
30, 1984. This budget provides for a school term of 185 days.
ESTIMATED EXPENDTTURES
165,000.00
Administration
.3,300,04.00
Instruction
37,000.00
Attendance Services
5,000.00
Health Services
625,000.00
Pupil Transportation Services
515,000.00
Operation of Plant
205,000.00
Maintenance of Plant
.218,874.47
Fixed Charges
5,070,874.47
Total Current Expenses
.2,000.00
Food Services
125,000.00
Capital Outlay
734,020.00
Advancement And Transfers
861,020.00
Total Other Expenses
5,931,894.47
Total Budget Appropriations
Total Outstanding Indebtedness
5,323,000.00
Revenue Bonds(Principal Only)
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS FROM
•
SOURCES OF DISTRICT TAXATION
786,942.87
July 1 unexpended cash balance in the general fund
400,997.59
General Property Tax
24,740.54
Public Service Companies Tax
222,900.00
Three percent(3%)Permissive Tax (Utility Tax)
, 1,435,581.00
TOTAL
-31,329.53
Less Cost of Tax Collections
Estimated Receipts from Previous Tax Delinquencies
4,500.00
and Revenue in Lieu of Taxes
1,408,751.47
TION
TOTAL ESTIMATED INCOME FROM DISTRICT T
ESTIMATED RECEIPTSFROM ALLSOURCES OTHER
THAN DISTRICT TAXATION
70,000.00
Interest from investments and temporary deposits
3,000.00
All other revenue receipts
4 107,143.00
Foundation Program Fund
.220,000.00
Other state aid
90,000.00
Other Federal aid through the state
23,000.00
Other revenue from Federal Sources
10,000.00
Reimbursements and refunds
4,523,143.00
TOTAL ESTIMATED INCOME FROM OTHER SOURCES
5,931,894.47
GRAND TOTAL OF ALL ESTIMATES RECEIPTS
Under provisions of Kentucky Revised Statutes,the Calloway County Board of Education on the
llth day of August, 1963, requests State Board of Education approval to impose on real estate,
tangible personalty, public services companies and distilled spirits a levy of:
14 for district power equalization program(KRS 157.565) on the one hundred dollars valuation of
all property subject to common school tax.
14 Grand total of levies
Also,the following tax levy is requested:

Sale Ends 9/25/83
641 N. Central Center

753-4111

Murray

Committee
receives grant

reinstated some defendants in the $5 million
Bowes suit. They had
been removed from
previous suits.
Those defendants included the City of Cincinnati, former coliseum
president Brian Heekin
and the individual coliseum directors.
The Who's lawyers
didn't mention punitive
damages, but said in
their notice to the state's
highest court that they
plan to appeal the reversal of Hamilton County
Common Pleas Judge
William S. Mathews who
had dropped the restored
defendants and ruled out
punitive damages.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Bowes of suburban
Wyoming had refused to
participate in the out-ofcourt settlements that
were believed to have
brought about $100,000
each for the death victims.
Thomas Conlon, lawyer
for the Bowes, said the
boy's parents refused to
settle because they felt
the deaths were a public
tragedy whose facts
should be publicly aired.
Other defendants in the
case, including the city,
said they had decided not
to appeal to the state's
high court.
"We are looking forward to the trial," said
Pierce Cunningham,
lawyer for the coliseum,
its board and Heekin.
"We feel there is a good
chance for us to win on
appeal," Cunningham
said. No trial date has
been set.
The Who appeal notice
listed the members of the
band as Roger Daltrey,
Kenny Jones, John Entwhistle, Peter
Townshend and William
Curbishley.

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. Noon-6

3% utility tax for permissive tax as authorized under the provisions of KRS 160.605
(occupational),KRS 160.613(utility), or KRS 160.261(excise).
Submitted by order of the Calloway County Board ci Education.
hat Jerry Overbey,Chairman
/s/ Jack D.Rose,Secretary
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Murray State °flews
SE (80) Lee McCormick (5-10, 170,So,)
TE(88)Keith Lester(6-5,250, Jr.)
ST(55) Albert Starnes(6-3, 260,Sr.)
SG (68)Jim Hopkins(6-4,250,Sr.)
C(5-0) Tim Bills (6-2,235, Fr.)
TG (60)Pat Bowers(6-2,235,Sr.)
TT(78)Jeff Ulmer(6-3,255, Jr.)
TE(85)Bart Robinson (6-3,240,Sr.)
FL(81)Stan Trice (5-11,175,Sr.)
QB(18)Kevin Sisk (6-2, 170,So.)
FB(30) Neal CM/MAW (5-10,210,Sr.)
Murray State Defense
LE( 4) Woody Clark (6-0, 190, Jr.)
LT(95) Mike McGregor (6-3,240,So.)
LG (90)Jose Casanova (5-10,235, Jr.)
RG (66) Rick Gearhart(6-2,225, Jr.)
RT(70) Dan Coleman (6-3,240, Jr.)
RE(94)Jim Piercefield (6-0,195,Sr.)
LLB (43) Alfonzo Mather(5-10, 190, Jr.)
RL,B (46) Tim Bowles(6-3,210,Sr.)
LCB(17)Greg Stewart(6-1, 185,Sr.)
RCB( 1) Ralph Robinson (6-0, 170, Jr.)
S(24) Herbert Jones(5-10, 180, Jr.)
Tennessee Tech Offense
WR (21) Larry Hamrick (5-9, 166, Jr.)
ST(60)Danny Templin (6-2%,238,Sr.)
SG (71)Jim Bodron(6-2%,226, Jr.)
C(57)Ed Forth (6-1%,215, Jr.)
WG (74) Toby Washinger (6-2,240, Jr.)
WT(76)Brian Klepper(6-5,255, Jr.)
TE (82) Rob Norred (6-3,235,Jr.)
FL( 1)JackKelley (5-9, 155,Sr.)
QB( 7)Tony Constantine (6-1, 190,Jr.)
FB(30) Allen Lawrence (5-9,200,Sr.)
TB(35) Marvin McClennon (5-9,170,Sr.)
Tennessee Tech Defense
LE(41) Kraig Allen (6-0,205,Jr.)
LT(77) Mark Ralston (6-4,240,So.)
NG (66) Manny Michel (5-10,235, Jr.)
RT(84) Carey Heard (6-1,225,Sr.)
RE (91)John Edgington (6-5,205,So.)
LB(55)Jeff Daughtry (5-9)206,Sr.)
LB(43)Skeet Owen (6-1,205,Sr.)
CB (18) Greg Maysonet(5-10%,175,So.)
CB(42) Willie Thompson (6-0, 170,So.)
SS(26)Billy Stover(6-0, 165, Jr.)
FS(33)Danny Crooks(5-11,185,So.)

Fn-

Act

PI*

44.25
13.75
13 75
1415

ZOO
17.00
/7.00
19.03
11 AO
14.00

•••04

Murray State(1-1)
SCHEDULE

Kevin Sisk

T dd Surber

Lee McCormick

Racers Leading Passer

Speciality teams
players of the week

Racers Leading Receiver

Sept.3
Sept 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct.8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov.5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

MURRAY STATE
vs
TENNESSEE TECH

25-11
5645
7:30
7:30
2:00
1:30
6:30
1:30
1:30
12:30
1:00

Tennessee Tech :0-2)
SCHEDULE

7:30 Kickoff at Roy Stewart Stadium
THE GAME: Murray State entertains OVC
opponent Tennessee Tech in the Racers' 1983 home
opener Sept. 24. Kickoff is slated for 7:30 p.m.
(CDT)at Roy Stewart Stadium. Radio by the Racer
Network (Joe King and Larry Krouse).
LAST WEEK: Murray State brings a 1-1 record
Into Saturday night's game after dropping a 50-25
decision to East Carolina in Greenville, N.C., last
week. Tennessee Tech stands at 0-2 on the year,
following a 34-22 loss to Youngstown State in
Cookeville, Tenn.,last Saturday.
THE RIVALARY: Saturday's game will be the
49th meeting between Murray State and Tennessee
Tech since the two teams first played in 1930. The
Golden Eagles won the initial confrontation 26-6 and
maintain a 26-21 advantage in the series. There has
been one tie, a 0-0 deadlock in 1932. The Racers have
won three of the last four meetings between the two
teams.
LAST YEAR: The last meeting between the
Racers and the Golden Eagles occured last year,
with the Eagles coming out on top of a tight
defensive struggle in Cookeville, Tenn., 10-3. Eagle
kicking specialist Ray Mullican booted a 40-yard
field goal in the third quarter to pad a 7-3 halftime
advantage and give Tennessee Tech the victory.
THE COACHES: Murray State's Frank Beamer
(Virginia Tech, 1969), is currently in his third year
with the Racers with a 13-11 overall record. Be,amer
holds a 3-1 record against the Golden Eagles since
joining MSU. Tennessee Tech's Gary Darnell
(Oklahoma State, 1971), is in his first season as a
head coach, with an 0-2 overall mark.
REAMER ON TECH: "Offensively, Tennessee
Tech is an explosive team. They have excellent skill
people and a solid offensive line, Their defense is
not that big but extremely quick and aggressive. I
believe the key to our success in the game will be
our ability to stop the big play."
RACERS TO WATCH: Murray State is led
offensively by sophomore quarterback Kevin Sisk,
who paces the team in total offense with 482 yards.
Split end Lee McCormick ranks as the Racer's top
receiver with nine catches for 169 yards in two
games. Freshman Willie Cannon highlights the
MU running backs with 97 yards on 18 carries.
Junior safety Herbert Jon..a anchors the defense

at Southeast Missouri
at East Carolina
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
Southwest Missouri(HC)
at Middle Tennessee
at Akron
Eastern Kentucky
at Austin Peay
at Youngstown State
at Western Kentucky

with 26 hits. Tackle Dan Coleman stands second
among the MSU defenders with 19 total stops. Jeff
Lancaster, who has converted four of seven field
goal attempts this year, tops the team in scoring
with 14 points.
EAGLES TO WATCH: Preseason ALL-OVC
quarterback Tony Constantine sparks the
Tennessee Tech offense. The junior signal-caller
has completed 27 of 50 passes for 414 yards and two
touchdowns this season. Jack Kelly heads up the
Eagle receiving corps with 10 catches for 168 yards
and two touchdowns. Senior running back Marvin
McClennon leads the team in rushing with 109 yards
on 29 carries and has scored one TD. Preseason allconference picks Jeff Daughtry (linebacker),
Danny Crooks (free safety) and Manny Michel
(noseguard)speadhead Tech defensively.
MSU AIR ATTACK: Kevin Sifts 288 yard passing
performance last week was the most passing
yardage accumulated by a Racer quarterback since
David Ruzick threw for 259 yards against Eastern
Kentucky in 1977. Sisk now has 483 yards passing
which is more than the amount MSU had after five
games last season.
RACER NOTEPAD: The Racer are ahead of last
season's point total by scoring 50 points in their first
two ballgarnes. That is more points than what the
Racers scored after their first five contests of last
season. Murray State is 35-19-4 in home openers.
Since the opening of Stewart Stadium in 1973, the
Racers have a 6-3-1 record in their first home
encounter.
Saturday night is WPSD poster night at Roy
Stewart Stadium. The first 3,500 people to enter the
gate will receive a channel 6 poster and a color TV
will be given away at halftime.
The Racers will face cross-state and OVC
opponent Morehead State next Saturday Night at
7:30 p.m. in Roy Stewart Stadium. Tickets can be
purchased at the stadium in room 211.

Sept.10
Sept.17
Sept 24
Oct.8

at East Tennessee
Youngstown State
at Murray State
Western Carolina
Oct. 15 at Western Kentucky
Oct. 22 Morehead State
Oct.29 Akron
Nov.5
at Eastern Kentucky
Nov. 12 Austin Peay
Nov. 19 at Middle Tennessee

7-14
34-22
7:30
7:30
1:00
1:30
1:30
12:30
1:30
1:30

OTHER MSU OPPONENTSIN ACTION
Middle Tennessee at Morehead State(12:30)
Southwest Missouri at Lincoln(7:30)
Akron at Eastern Kentucky (12:30)
Western Kentucky at Austin Peay (12:30)
Western Illnois at Youngstown State(6:30)

Murray
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Chrysler
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"AI

RACER CLUB REMINDER: The next Racer
Club meeting is Monday (6 p.m.) at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
See highlights of the MSU-TTU game Sunday (10:30
p.m.) on the Frank Beamer Show on WPSD-TV,
Channel 6.
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Football variety: Rugby, soccer and Racers offered Saturday
George Plimpton's style of sports writing has
always been a favorite of mine.
Although he wasn't the first sports writer to participate in events he covered, he is perhaps one of
the most popular, especially after publishing a book
on playing quarterback for the Detroit Lions

( Paper Lion) several years ago.
It was with ol' George in mind that I decided to
entertain the idea of becoming a rugby player.
Not being big enough or fast enough for collegiate
football and with the same factors eliminating me
from playing several other sports on a major college level, I was pleased to discover you need
neither size, speed, nor abundant talent to participate in rugby.
The singlemost uniting factor among rugby
players, I've found, has been desire.
You've got to want to play, you've got to want to
run, to hit, to stay in top shape to be able to contribute on any team, but especially with rugby.

THREE BRANDS — Murrayans will be treated to three types of football on the
Murray State campus,Saturday, as rugby (left), soccer (center) and collegiate
football games will be played. The rugby and soccer matches are scheduled at 2

It's not a sport you can play half-heartedly.
When people first hear the word rugby they
associate it with a rough, killer sport where blood
flows freely and slobbering lugs trot around looking
for a legalized method of murder.
The image is supported somewhat by slogans and
bumper stickers publicizing "There are no winners
in rugby, only survivors" and "Only mad dogs and
Englishmen play rugby."
I know. I've heard 'em all and my favorite is
glued to my bumper: -Give blood, play rugby."
Maybe it's the macho thought that every rugby
player cultivates; knowing that few dare to play the
sport because of it's dangerous mystique.
Maybe it's the idea that as a rugby player you're
a part of history, able to carry on a sport of the
past; a legacy of how football was first played in
this country.
Maybe it's the other image of rugby supported by
the description: "A ruffian's game played by
gentlemen."

p.m. with the Paducah Flood hosting Western Kentucky's ruggers on the field
north of Roy Stewart Stadium and Murray High's soccer team hosting
Owensboro Apollo on Cutchin Field. At 7:30 p.m. Murray State hosts Tennessee
Tech in American football in Stewart Stadium.

covering
all fields

c!

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

Something about rugby, and maybe it's
everything about rugby, makes an athlete feel worthy of himself after playing his guts out for an entire
match and shaking his opponent's hand afterwards.
It's hard to describe. You have to be there.
For anyone whose ever heard of the game, but
never seen a match there's an opportunity
available Saturday afternoon (2 p.m.) on the field
north of Roy Stewart Stadium.
Paducah Flood Rugby Football Club will be
hosting Western Kentucky's collegiate team and
the match is free to the public.
The Flood, the team I play for, is a city club with
members from all professions, of all ages. We've
had doctors, lawyers, a veterinarian, construction
contractors, a silversmith, engineers, state high
hurdle champions,track stars — and an experimenting sports writer, just to name a few of the players
who make up the team roster.
And it's not such a unique sport that becoming a
player would be impossible. The Flood, a member
of the Illinois Rugby Union, plays clubs from five
states including Southern Illinois-Carbondale,
Eastern Illinois, Evansville (Ind.), Southeast
Missouri, Lexington (Ky.), Louisville, Western
Kentucky, Fort Campbell, Scott Air Force Base,
Nashville (Tenn.), two teams from Memphis, Tennessee Tech and Middle Tennessee State.
Recruiting for a club at Murray State will be conducted Saturday.
So why should anyone watch Saturday's match?
Well, it'll be interesting for anyone with the football bug to see and compare the styles of the game
from yesteryear to today.
Coincidentally, to really get a flair of football
through the ages, Murrayans can see a soccer
match Saturday (Murray High hosting Owensboro
Apollo, 2 p.m.) on Cutchin Field, the rugby match
on the other side of campus, then catch the Murray
State-Tennessee Tech football game Saturday
night.
So here's your chance for football variety at its
finest.

Tennessee Tech presents Murray State with first OVC challenge
Murray State entertains Ohio Valley Conference
opponent Tennessee Tech in the Racers' 1983 home
opener on Saturday. Kickoff is slated for 7:30 p.m.
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
MSU, now 1-1 on the year, will be out to rebound
from a 50-25 loss suffered last week against Division
I-A East Carolina at Greenville, N.C. Tennessee
Tech, winless in two starts, will be seeking its first
victory of the season after dropping its most recent
outing, a 34-22 decision to Youngstown State in
Cookeville, Tenn.,last Saturday.
"I thought we played hard against East Carolina
and our effort was good," said Murray State head
coach Frank Beamer."We just didn't have the experience to stay with a team of their caliber."
"Tennessee Tech presents us with another
challenge. We were picked about even with them in
the preseason polls and we both need to win this
game in order to get off to a good start in the conference race. It ought to be a real battle."
Saturday's game marks the 49th meeting between Murray State and Tennessee Tech since the
two teams first played in 1930. The Golden Eagles
won the initial confrontation 26-6 and currently
maintain a 26-21-1 advantage in the series.
Last year, Tech defeated the Racers in a tight

defensive struggle in Cookeville, 10-3. Eagle kicking
specialist Ray Mullican booted a 40-yard field goal
in the third quarter to pad a 7-3 halftime advantage
and give Tennessee Tech the victory.

ova
Murray State, led by sophomore quarterback
Kevin Sisk, hopes to turn the tables this time
around, however. Quickly establishing himself as
one of the premier signal callers in the conference,
Sisk has completed 37 of 65 passes for 478 yards and
one touchdown so far this season and paces the
team in total offense with 482 yards.
Sophomore split end Lee McCormick ranks as the
Racers leading pass receiver, having pulled down
nine aerials for 169 yards. Freshman running back
Willie Cannon, who sat out the East Carolina game
with a knee sprain, continues to head up the MSU
rushing attack with 97 yards and one touchdown on
18 carries.
Junior safety Herbert Jones anchors Murray

State defensively, leading the team in tackles with
26 hits. Tackle Dan Coleman stands second among
the Racer defenders with 19 total stops.
First-year Tennessee Tech head coach Gary
Darnell comes to Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday
with a Golden Eagle squad that is struggling to find
itself. Blessed with experience and depth, the
Techmen have yet to find the winning combination
so far in 1983.
Preseason All-OVC quarterback pick Tony Constantine sparks Tennessee Tech's I-formation offense. A vastly talented athlete, costantine has
completed 27 of 50 passes for 414 yards and two
touchdowns this season.
Wide receiver Jack Kelley, a 4-9, 155 pound
senior, leads the team in pass receptions with 10
catches for 168 yards and two TD's. Senior Marvin
McClennon,5-9, 170 pounds, paces the Tech rushers
with 109 yards and one touchdown on 29 carries.
On defense, Tech is bolstered by the presence of
three preseason all-conference selections.
Linebacker Jeff Daughtry currently highlights the
Eagle defensemen with 28 stops to his credit. Free
safety Danny Crooks and noseguard Manny Michel
follow close behind with 24 and 23 tackles, respectively.
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Welcome once again to
the Rodney Skinner
Show.
Skinner, a freshman
running back and defensive safety, dazzled the
hometown crowd Thursday as he led the Tiger
frosh to a 34-0 shutout
over visiting Lone Oak.
Skinner scored on run a
run of 30 yards and lie
took a screen pass and
travelled another, 65
yards for a touchdown.
After that score he punched in the two-point conversion.
To prove his versatility
he also picked off a pass
from his defensive safetr
position and scampered
for another 65-yard
touchdown.
Not to be outdone, the
supporting cast of Murray High Tigers added a

!v
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Skinner leads Tiger frosh
to third consecutive win
,

S

"Offensively, Tennessee Tech is a very explosive
team," Reamer said. "They have excellent skill
people and a solid offensive line. Their defense is
not that big but extremely quick and aggressive. I
believe the key to our success in the game will be
our ability to stop the big play."
• • •
Elsewhere in the Ohio Valley Conference:
Eastern Kentucky's Roy Kidd is hoping his football team proves him to be a terrible prognosticator
when the Colonels host Akron on Saturday in the
first showdown of the season in the OVC.
Eastern Kentucky comes into the game riding
three streaks — 15 straight victories, a record-tying
19 consecutive OVC wins and 32 straight wins at
home — but will be facing an Akron club that appears capable of ending each one.
"Akron was my pick to win the conference before
the year started," said Kidd,and the Zips have done
nothing to make him hedge his bet. Akron is 3-0 and
ranked eighth in the country heading into its league
opener.
Eastern Kentucky, the defending NCAA Division
I-AA champion, is 2-0 overall, 1-0 in the OVC and
ranked fourth.
One who will carry much of Eastern's offensive
load is tailback Terence Thompson, who has scored
three touchdowns and rushed for 271 yards. Thompson's counterpart, Black, has 336 yards and two
scores in three games.
• • •
Two other Kentucky schools will be involved in
OVC action Saturday, with Morehead, 0-2, at home
to Middle Tennessee, 2-0, and Murray, 1-1, hosting
Tennessee Tech, 0-2. In non-league games, Austin
Peay, 2-0, is at home to Western Kentucky,0-2, and
Youngstown State, 1-1, hosts Western Illinois, 1-2.

•
4

45-yard touchdown pass
from Mark West to Ed
Hendon plus West
scrambled and scored
from 40-yards out for the
final TD. Terry McCallon
added the two-point conversion after that play.
The victory was Murray's third without a loss
and just as impressive is
the fact that the Tiger
defense hasn't allowed a
touchdown all year. The
only score against the
Murrayans came in the
season opener when
Trigg County returned a
punt for a score.
In Thursday's game the
Tiger 'D' picked off two
passes and recovered
three fumbles to stifle the
Lone Oak offense.
Next Thursday the
Tigers take their shot, on
the road when they play
atHeatbat6:30 p.m.

7
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Calloway runners beat Marshals

America's Cup race
down to final event
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP)
- The stage is set for
"the most significant
yacht race in history."
Australia II, the
spunky, speedy
challenger, and Liberty,
the steady, unspectacular
defender, clash in the
final battle for the
America's Cup, sailing's
most prestigious prize.
It happens Saturday on
Rhode Island Sound. A
vast armada of spectator
craft is expected for the
ultimate race in a sport
hardly noted for its mass
appeal. This time, it's different.
Australia II made it so.
She whipped Liberty by a
record 3 minutes, 25
seconds Thursday and
tied their best-of-seven
series, 3-3. One more victory and the never-saydie Aussies will put an
end to sports'longest winning streak.
"It's going to be very
exciting to be involved in
the race of the century,"
Liberty skipper Dennis
Conner, in danger of
becoming the first
American helmsman to
lose the grand prize the
United States has held
since 1851, said Thursday. "We have a very
courageous crew and,
somehow, I think we'll
pull it out Saturday."
"I'm confident that
we'll win," said
helmsman John Bertrand
after pulling Australia II
back from a 3-1 deficit
with consecutive mustwin victories. "But it's
going to be a tough race
and it's a great finale to a
summer."
Bill Ficker, who skippered Intrepid to the 1970
America's Cup over
Gretel II, another
Australian hopeful,saw it

as something much more.
"We're all going to see
the most significant
yacht race in history," he
said.
There was an anxious
calm today before Saturday's showdown.
Australia II called a lay
day to make sure the
crew and craft are at
their peak for the final
thrust at the only international sports trophy never
to change hands.
Alan Bond, the
Australian syndicate
head nearing fulfillment
after three Cup campaigns in which his boats
won just one race,said he
wanted the day off "to
allow us to check our boat
from stem to stern ... and
to give our crew relaxation. They've had two
very testing days."
Conner has been reluctant to engage Australia
II in tacking duels
because Bertrand's boat
is much better at those
zig-zag maneuvers into
the wind.
That hurt Liberty
Wednesday, when she
lost the fifth race by 1:47,
and Thursday, when she
absorbed the worst
beating ever by an undamaged America's Cup
defender.
Conner won his fifth
consecutive start Thursday, crossing the line
seven seconds ahead of
Bertrand. But midway up
the first leg, Australia II
caught up when she picked up a wind shift to the
left as Conner failed to
cover Bertrand's tacking.
Australia II breezed to a
massive advantage of
2:29 at the first rounding
and led comfortably for
the remainder of the 24.3mile race.

Phillies sweep two
in battle with Expos
By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer
With the Montreal Expos poised to strike, the/
stalked Philadelphia
Phillies quickly changed
into the stalkers.
Veterans Joe Morgan
and Mike Schmidt led a
first-game power display,
and then rookie Charles
Hudson fired a four-hitter
in the nightcap as the
Phillies swept the Expos
in a double-header Thursday night.
The 9-7 and 7-1 victories
in Montreal put the National League Eastleading Phillies four
games ahead of the Expos, who dropped into
third place. Pittsburgh
beat Chicago 8-2 to move
into second, three games
behind the Phillies.
All three contenders
have nine games remaining.
"Two victories, that's
just sweet!" exclaimed
Phillies Manager Paul
Owens during the
postgame Celebration in
the Philadelphia lockerroom, which was closed
for a short time after the
second game ended.
"It was bedlam," he
said. "The players were
rushing around shaking
each other's hands and
rubbing heads. I felt it
was best to keep
everyone out for a while
until they had cooled
down."
Philadelphia has now
won seven straight
games and travels to St.
Louis to begin a threegame series tonight.
The Expos, who play
host to Pittsburgh for a
three-game set this
weekend, realize they
dealt their pennant
chances a severe blow by
losing their last two
games of the season
against Philadelphia.
"It's very tough to win
when you're four back
with nine to play," said
Expos Manager Bill Virdon."You've got to get a

FEDERAL
MATERIALS

753 3355

Both Calloway County
Pam Knight set a new Melissa Miller followed
cross country teams en- home course record by by Connie Ross in fifth.
joyed victories in a dual finishing first overall
The Lakers had stiffer
home meet against Mar- with an 11:57 clocking. competition against the
shall County High, Thurs- She also held the old Marshals but Barry
day. The Lady Lakers record.
Knight took first overall
Placing behind her (17:34) to put his team on
ran away with the top five were teammates
and the right track. Also scorplaces to win, 25-40, and sisters Sherri and
Terri ing for Calloway were
the Lakers edged the Lamb who crossed
the Tim Manning, Mark
Marshals by two points, line together. In fourth Charlton, Darrell Harris
place for CCHS was and Mike Harlan.
27-29.

lot of help and you can't
afford to lose any."
In other NL games,
Cincinnati stopped Atlanta 6-4 and St. Louis beat
New York 3-2.
The Phillies won the
opener as Morgan - who
has 13 hits in his last 18 atbats - doubled three
times. Schmidt belted his
38th home run of the
season, while Ivan DeJesus and Ozzie Virgil
also homered.
But the big blows were
a bases-loaded triple by
Joe Lefebvre in the fourth
inning, which gave
Philadelphia a 5-1 lead,
and Len Matuszek's tworun single in the seventh
that made it 7-4.
John Denny, 17-6, got
relief help from Al
Holland, who earned his
23rd save. Charlie Lea,
15-10, took the loss for
Montreal, which got
home runs from Tim
Raines and Chris Speier.
In the nightcap, Hudson, 8-7, outpitched Steve
Rogers,17-11.
Singles by Greg Gross,
Bo Diaz and DeJesus
made it 1-0 in the fifth inning and the Phillies added
four runs in the seventh
on RBI singles by
Matuszek, Schmidt and
Gary Matthews and a
throwing error by center
fielder Andre Dawson.
"We played hard, we
battled hard and probably we tried too hard,"
said Montreal's Gary
Carter, who went 0-for-8
in the double-header and
hit the ball out of the infield only once.
"Look,I'm human; I'm
not a machine. I just had
a bad night."
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Pro Football

'Sweet' Lou keeps Tigers alive
in race to eliminate Baltimore
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
"Sweet Lou" Whitaker
has certainly been just
that for the Detroit Tigers
this year.
As a leadoff man, he's
knocked in 70 runs, including three big ones
Thursday night against
the Baltimore Orioles
that staved off virtual
elimination for the Tigers
in the American League
East race.
Whitaker's fourth hit of
the game, a two-out
single in the 10th inning,
drove in the winning run
as the Tigers defeated the
Orioles 5-4 and kept them
from clinching at least a
tie for the division title.
"We were down after
losing that double-header
the night before,"
Whitaker said of Wednesday night's 6-0, 7-3 sweep
by the Orioles. "But, it
was just a game. It took a
little out of us, but we're
always ready. I came to
play."
In other AL action,
Chicago nipped Califor-

Ma 3-2; Texas stopped
Seattle 5-2; Cleveland
outscored Milwaukee 9-5
and Minnesota edged
Kansas City 2-1.
Enos Cabell started the
Detroit 10th with a single
off Baltimore reliever
Sammy Stewart, 9-4, and
took second on a wild
pitch. Stewart got Chet
Lemon on a popup and
walked Rick Leach
before giving way to Dan
Morogiello, the fifth
Baltimore pitcher.
Morogiello got Lynn
Jones on a pop foul before
Whitaker singled down
the left field line at Tiger
Stadium to drive in the
winning run. ,
Earlier, Whitaker had
singled home a run in the
third inning and another
in the ninth to tie the
game 4-4 and send it into
extra innings. His four
hits raised his season's
batting average to .321.
"I just think he's a
whale of a ballplayer,"
Baltimore Manager Joe
Altobelli said of
Whitaker. "He doesn't do

anything poorly - hit or
field. And,I think he's only going to get better."
Eddie Murray accounted for three of
Baltimore's runs with his
31st and 32nd home runs.
The Tigers kept their
flickering hopes alive in
the AL East race, cutting
Baltimore's lead to 71
/
2
games. The Orioles'
"magic number" for clinching the division title remained at three with 10
games to go.
White Sox 3, Angels 2
In Anaheim, Tom
Paciorek drove home
Carlton Fisk from third
with a groundout in the
eighth inning to lift
Chicago over California.
Jerry Koosman, 11-7,
scattered six hits through
seven innings to gain the
victory with last-inning
relief help from Juan
Agosto.
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lower, or apply down
pressure-a real customer
benefit and convenience
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Phone 753 9868
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• One year warranty pens and
labor-even for commercial
use, commercial quality
and durability at
homeowner prices.

McKeel Equipmentto.

.C.
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• Hydraulic P.T.O.-for
plug-in tiller operation
without belts, shafts
or pulleys.
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CASE QUALITY AVAILABLE ONLY AT
QUALITY CASE DEALERS
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Mufflers
from

Chestnut Street
Murray, Kentucky
753-2571
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The Stihl' 032AV was designed
for professionals, farmers,
foresters, contractors and
anyone who needs a heavy-duty,
lightweight chain saw. So, if your
woodcutting needs are more than
average, you need more than the
average chain saw. Come try the
Stihl 032AV.

"4:10\k„r„, •

753-7362
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Designed
for the
Heavyweights

TN& WORLD.* LAROSST SILLANO CAW* SAW

AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct GB
W
L
Pct.
Gel
Baltimore
94 58
.616
Philadelphia
143 70
.542 Detroit
X 66
.589 714 Pittsburgh
so 73 .523 3
New York
64 67
.306 91
Montreal
79 74
516 4
Toronto
84 69
.$49 104 St. Louis
75 78
490 8
Milwaukee
81 72 .529 13 ki Chicago
68 85
.444 15
Boston
74 79
New York
464
62 91
.405 21
Cleveland
67 85
.441 27
WEST DIVISION
Los Angeles
WEST DIVISION
87 65
.572 n-Chicago
92 61
.801
Atlanta
X 69
.543 4•4
74 79 .414 18
Texas
Houston
79 72
.523 714
Kansas City
73 79
480 184 San Diego
76 76
.500 11
Oakland
San Francisco 73 79
69 64
451 33
.480 14
California
Cincinnati
7002 .461 17
67 X
438 25
Minnesota
Thursday's Games
66 V
431 X
Seattle
Pittsburgh 8, Chicago 2
94%
366 35'4
s-clinched division title
Philadelphia 9-7, Montreal 7-1
Cincinnati 6, Atlanta 4
Thursday's Games
Detroit S. Baltimore 4, 10 innings
St. Louis 3, New York 2
Cleveland 9, Milwaukee 5
Only games scheduled
Minnesota 2. Kansas City 1
Friday's Gamed
New York I Terrell 7-71 at Chicago
Texas 5,Seattle 2
(Ruthven 12-11 )
Chicago 3, California 1
Pittsburgh 1 Rhoden 11-13 at MonFriday's Games
Boston (Eckersley 14121 at Detroit treat (Sanderson 6-61, in
San
( Berenguer 8-4 .( n1
Diego ( Hawkins 4-6) at CincinCleveland i Behenna 0-2) at New nati iSoto 16-13), In
Las Angeles (Ileum 11-111 at Atlanta
York;Bayley 14-121,( n
Baltimore i McGregor 17-6 ) at 1Barker 1-2),( n
Philadelphia 1 Carlton 14-15 at St
Milwaukee(Gibson 2-31, in)
Minnesota (Pettibone 1-21 at Kansas Louis 1 Andujar 6-15 in)
San Francisco ( Braining 10-12 at
City (Wills 0-11, n
Seattle (Nelson 12-11 at Texas Houston( Niekro 14-13), in)
Saturday's Games
( Stewart 4-11, In)
Pittsburgh at Montreal.'
Chicago I Dotson 19-71 at California
Los Angeles at Atlanta
I Witt 7-121, In)
Philadelphia at St. Louis
Toronto (Leal 13-10) at Oakland
San Diego at Cincinnati
(Conroy 6-91,(fl)
New York at Chicago
Saturday's Games
Son Francisco at Houston, n
Cleveland at New York
Sunday's Games
Boston at Detroit
Pittsburgh at Montreal
Chicago at California
Los Angekakat Atlanta
Toronto at Oakland
Philadelphii at St. Louis
Baltimore at Milwaukee, in
San Diego at Cincinnati
Minnesota at Kansas City,( n
New York at Chicago
Seattle at Texas,
San Francisco at Houston. n
Sunday's Games
Monday's Games
Boston at Detroit
Philadelphia at Chicago
Cleveland at New Yost
Baltimore at Milwaukee
Lc* A040104 at Cincinnati, I n
San Francisco at Atlanta, in )
Minnesota at Kansas City
Montreal at St. Louis, in )
Seattle at Texas
San Diego at Houston, in ;
Chicago at California
Only
Games Scheduled
Toronto at Oakland

most eo-,oust pipes too

032AV

STIHL

Major League Baseball

National Football League
American Conference
East
W L T Pct. PF PA
Buffalo
2 1
667 38 41
Miami
2 1
.067 60 51
Baltimore 1 2
.333 62 68
New England I 2
.333 70 76
N.Y. Jets
1 2
.333 64 69
Central
Cleveland
2 1
.667 69 60
Pittsburgh 2 1
.667 75 63
Cincinnati 0 3
.000 23 47
Houston
0 3
.000 72 101
West
L.A.Raiders 3 0
1.000 67 30
Denver
2 1
.647 41 33
Seattle
2 1
.867 64 58
Kansas City 1 2
.333 43 57
San Diego
1 2
333 77 89
National Conference
East
Dallas
3 0
1.000 93 60
Philadelphia 2 1
.167 48 50
Washington 2 1
.667 80 56
N.Y. Giants 1 2
.333 35 57
St. Louis
0 3
.003 61 104
Central
Green Bay 2 1
.667 89 87
Minnesota 2 1
.1137 63 85
Chicago
I 2
.333 65 64
Detroit
1 2
.333 51 61
Tiunpa Bay 0 3
.000 26 17
West
Atlanta
2 1
.867 63 47
LA. Rains 2 1
467 70 60
New Orleans 2 1
.667 89 78
San Fmcsco 2 1
.667 107 66
Monday's Game
Los Angeles Raiders 27, Miami 14
Sunday,Sept. 25
New Orleans at Dallas
Detroit at Minnesota
St. Louis at Philadelphia
Houston at Buffalo
KAMM City at Miami
Cincinnati at Tampa Bay
New England at Pittsburgh
Chicago at Baltimore
Cleveland at San Diego
Washington at Seattle
Atlanta at San Francisco
Los Angeles Raiders at Denver
Los Angeles Rams at New York Jets
Monday Sept. 26
Green Bay at New York Giants, in

TACKING DUEL-Liberty takes a starboard tack (foreground) as Australia
II leads in an America's Cup race off Newport, R.I. The best-of-seven series is
tied at three-all and Saturday's race will decide the overall victor.
AP Laserphoto

Closed
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1. Legal Notice

•

1. Legal Notice

1 Legal Notice

Civil Action File No.81-CI-049
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit Court Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Ass'n Plaintiff, versus Gene Landolt
and wife, Lochie Landolt; Commonwealth of
Kentucky, County of Calloway and Dept. of
Revenue Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the August 12th Term thereof 1983, in the
above cause, for the sum of Twenty Four
Thousand Three Hundred Ninety Nine and
64/100 Dollars, with interest at the rate of
$7.60 per Day from the 14th day of March
1983, until paid and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on the 26th
day of September 1983, at 1:00 o'clock p.m.,
or thereabout, upon a credit of 30 days, the.
following described property,to-wit:
A part of the NW Qr. of Sec. 31 T 2 R 5 Wl>
and more particularly described as follows
Beginning at the center of the Old MurrayConcord Road in the line with the east line of
Pete Shaw's property; thence eastward
seventy yards with the center of said road;
thence south to the I.D. Balance North line;
thence westward with the I.D. Balance
North line to the east line of Pete Shaw's
property; thence northward with the east
line of Pete Shaw's property 832 feet to the
point of beginning. The east and west lines of
the property herein are parallel.
The cleared field just south of the woods
go with this property, same field contains
about 1'.2 acres.
This being the same real estate conveyed
to Gene Landolt and wife, Lochie Faye
Landolt, jointly, tenants in common with the
fee simple title to vest in the survivor of
Edwin Thurmond on August 22, 1978, and
recorded in Microfilm Book 158, Card 3004,
in the office of the Calloway County Court
Clerk.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
•

INVITATION TO BID
The Calloway County Board of Education
is asking for bids on the following:
A. 1984 Model, 4-door, Station Wagon,fullsize
B. 1984 Model, 4-door, Nine Passenger
Truck-Wagon, Carry-All(42 ton)
C. A 1979 Chevrolet Suburban, owned by
the Calloway County Board of Education,
must be considered for trade-in in the bid.
Specifications are on file in the Callowa
County Board of Education office building
2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, and interested bidders ma
obtain the necessary forms there.
All bids are to be in the Calloway Count
Board of Education office, 2110 Colleg
Farm Road, Murray,Kentucky,on or befor
1:30 p.m.,September 30, 1983.
The Board reserves the right to reject an
or all bids and waive any irregularities
biddin

2. Notice
Have 5 minutes?
Call 759-4444 for
an inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's top
759-4445.

HOM
.11PROVEMENT

*New Imes
•Iaseislist
Direful, Fres Estiasts
Call Ind talky
7S3-1115
It
435-4354

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Answer to Previous Puzzle
1 Man's name
1 Grants use of 2 Printer's
A COCCI
CDUCC
measure
6 Kind of beer
UCCUU CIRDOCID
3 Insect egg
11 Domestic
01:111C1181310ru
4 Arrow
servant
010 COMO UOU
5 Slumbers
12 Evades
EMU 010121 UNDO
6 Smaller,
14 Bone
UMGC COMM
Breach of
7 CenturY plant
WEICE1 MUCEI
8 Firearm
faith
9 Redactor,
CUCOND 012013
17 Parent
abbr
colloct.
OCUO QUM DODO
10 Rumor
18 Possessive
COU GOODO LOD
11 Damp
pronoun
CU UDIANDOU DU
13 Cook in
20 Plague
ULIELIU CIEILICIUU
hot fat
21 Old French
ODUU
MEC
18 Swiss river
coin
19 Pertaining to
22 Deposits
the stars
44 Float on air
24 Before: pref
33 More
21 Assuages
47 Sever
25 Classify
indigent
48 Compass
28 Inclinations 23 Look pryingly 34 Prohibited
25 Shatter
point
28 Distant
35 Sharp reply
27 Portuguese 36 Wiped out
51 College
30 Game at
cards
31 Make lace
32 Selfassurance
35 Thin slice
38 Cleaning
substance
39 Imitate
41 Courageous
person
42 Rocky hill
43 Unruly
children
45 Sink in
middle
46 Teutonic
deity
47 Funny picture
49 Not NW
50 Reprove

52 Forest
warden
54 Evaluated
55 Walk
GOWN

title
29 Greek letter

degree abbr
37 Pirate flag
53 A state
40 Stroke
32 Showy flower 43 Cook in oven
ebb(

1. Legal Notice

Civil Action File No.83-CI-098
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit Court Bank of Marshall County
versus Dwain Bennett ET AL and
Commonwealth of Kentucky Revenue
Cabinet and County of Calloway, Kentucky
Revenue Cabinet and County of Calloway,
Kentucky
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the August 26th Term thereof, 1983, in the
above cause, for the sum of Thirty-one
Thousand Eight Hundred Seventy-three and
67/100 Dollars ($31,873.67) with interest at
the rate of $13.23 per day from the 22nd day
of April, 1983, until paid, and its costs
therein, I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public
auction on the 26th day of September, 1983,
at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon a
credit of six months, with a deposit of ten
percent(10%) of the purchase price for said
property being required under the rules of
the Court at the time of the sale, the
-wit:
following described property,to
TRACT I: A parcel of land containing 25
acres, more or less, and being a part of the
S.W. Quarter of Section 9, T. 3, R. 4, East
and bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the N.W. corner at a "stob",
thence East with Acre Miller line to the
Charlie Miller line, thence South with said
line to branch, thence West to Lee
Burchett's East line, thence North 90 rods
with said line, thence West to Eliza Ross'
line, thence North to the beginning,
EXCEPT: one acre for the Owen's Chapel
Graveyard, also entrance to same, and
ALSO EXCEPT: 15 acres, more or less on
what is known as the Lamb Branch which
was previously deeded to the said W. H.
Starks, and also EXCEPT: an 8 ft. strip off
of the West side of the above land running
from the road on the South side of the above
land to the Lamb Branch, said strip being
deeded for a public passway.
And this tract of land being more
particularly described as follows, to-wit:
Beginning at a point of a branch on the
South side of the Charley Miller Road, said
point being the Southwest corner of the land
conveyed to James Conner, et ux, and Jerry
Conner in Deed Book 113, page 508; thence
West with said Branch to the Cloy Burchett
East line of the tract he obtained in Deed
Book 113, page 181; thence North with said
Cloy Burchett line to a branch (Lamb
Branch) said branch being the South line of
the tract Douglas B.Starks obtained by deed
Book 90, page 51; thence East with the
Branch (Lamb Branch) and Douglas B.
Starks line to James Conner, et al, West line
(D.B. 113, p. 508); thence in a
Southerwesterly direction and with the
Conner line to the point of beginning.
EXCEPT: One acre for the Owen's Chapel
Graveyard. Containing 26 acres, more or
less, and being in the Southwest Quarter of
Section 9; Township 3, Range 4, East, BUT
SUBJECT TO ALL LEGAL HIGHWAY AND
ALSO SUBJECT TO AN 8-FOOT PASSWAY
ON THE WEST SIDE.
TRACT II: A parcel of land located in the
Southwest Quarter of Section 9, Township 3,
Range 4, East as follows:
, Beginning at the Southwest corner of the
land owned by T. F. Lamb in 1919, same
being T. F. Lamb's corner; thence North 90
rods to the Hurt Branch; thence East 28 rods
7/12 feet to a rock corner; thence South 90
rods; thence West to the point of beginning,
containing 16 acres, more or less.
BEING THAT SAME property conveyed
to Dwain Bennett from Norman Bennett, et
ux, by deed dated November 22, 1976, and
recorded in Deed Book 156, Cabinet 1,
Drawer 8, Card 1965, Calloway County Court
Clerk's office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
date of sale until paid and having the force
and effect of a Judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
ORDINANCE NO 791
AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A PERSONNEL 'PAY AND CLASSIFICATION
PLAN PURSUANT TO KRS 83A 070
An Ordinance establishing a personnel
pay and classification plan which shall
establish and maintain a position classification plan that provides the basis for recruitment, selection, promotion, career training
and development, and compensation of city
employees.
Prepared by
Wm.Donald Overbey
OVEFLBEY & OVERBEY
Attorneys at Law
291 Main Street
Murray,KY 42071
Adopted by the City Council of Murray,
Kentucky of September 21,1983.
Holmes,Ellis, Mayor
Attest
Jo Crass,City Clerk

To Place Your I
Classified
Phope

1511916

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice
MINI FARM
3-4 bedrooms, old
store building and
several
outbuildings. 8
miles S.W. of
Murray. Asking
18,500, will
consider any
offer. Call 7536098 after 4:30
p.m.
Buying standing timber, white oak, red oak
and yellow pine veneer.
Buyer John Wilkerson,
1-444 7 8 22. Silvers
Veneer & Lumber, 365
Meachum Lane,
Paducah Ky 42001.
Janice Compton is still
in Stanley Home Products. For your clean
ing supplies or parties,
please call 4-89-2324.

FAYE'S
MONOGRAMS
753-77443
Several styles and
colors available.
Fast service. Gift
Certificates!
Tiny Tot a
Packages ore
•
available at:
•
CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN

753-8298
.

Jim &liter & Jerry
Henry will be in oar
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Ties.,
Then., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad. Buick
Lose 10 to 14 pounds in 2
weeks. The safe way no
pills no drugs. Delicious
Entree. For free consu It a t ion and demonstration of food call
753-3316.
New! Diet Plan, loose
weight fast guaranteed.
Also Diet Recipes. Send
S3 to: The Diet Plan,
Box 973, Murray, Ky.
42071.

grfisri-P. )

•,

Itke,0

Check Our
Classified
Section

Miirray
Ledger
& Times
Camper
Top to fit Long
Wheel Pick-Up
Track.
- 2.5.

EXECUTIVE

SECRETARY
Administrator of
Murray -Calloway
County Hospital seeks
executive secretory
who hos demostroted
successful experience
in secretarial position.
College degree preferred excellent salory
and benefits. Send
complete resume to
Personnel Director,
Murray -Calloway
County Hospital, 803
Poplar St., Murray,
Ky. 42071.
Administrative Assistant to the Chairman,
Department of Nursing,
Murray State Univers
ity. One-year appointment involving report
writing, student interviewing and followups,
and evaluations; data
collection; recruitihng,
including off-campus
_ visits. Applicants must
have bachelor of
science degree in business related area, or
nursing. Knowledge of
computers essential.
Send resume and three
references to Dr. Martha Erwin, Chairman,
Department of Nursing,
Murray State University, Murray, Kentucky
42071. Applicants accepted until October 1,
1983. An Affirmative
Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
Artist's model, temporary, part time, $5.00
per hour. Experience
and artistic sensibility
preferded. Clothed
model ?or illustration
class. Customes will be
furnished. Contact Art
Dept., M SU, 762-3784
EOE/MF.
Attention students or
housewives. Instant
earning opportunity. No
investment. Send name
and phone number to
1615 Oakhill Drive,
Murray, Ky. 42071
Experienced paint and
body man. Must have
own hand tools.
Qualified to make estimates and manage
shop. Wilbur F. Boggess
Chevrolet Co., Main St.,
Cadiz, Ky., 522-6636.
Ask for Wilbur or Scott
Boggess.
Live-in responsible
Christian companion
wanted to care for
elderly Fulton lady.
Time off and weekly
wages negotiable. Call
after 6p.m. collect.
615-824-3704.

9. Situation Wanted
Experienced
houseieeeper. Call 7599737 after 5p.m.
Mature, responsible
woman offering weekly
housekeeping services.
Experienced and reliable. 753-7990.
Need help with your
homework? Courteous,
dependable, references.
Call 436-2506.
Will babysit newborns
to 3 year olds in my
home. Call 753-0107.
Will do baby-sitting day
or night ibi my home.
759-4803.

14. Want to Buy
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Interior & Exterior,
reasonable rates. Coll
Keith Block 753-6244
or 753-0839 for free
•
I

V.

,
E
310 31

I

4. In Memory

Alum. cans, 100 lbs. or
more, .24 cents. We pick
up. Ed Sanitation and
Recycling Center, 4362658.
Good used pool table.
Call 492-8790 after 6p.m.
We are still buying used
air conditioners. Call
753-9101.

15. Articles for Sale

mimmeamtmeilmiimim,

IN MEMORIAM
In fond memory of
Renee Butler who
passed away two
months ago. I
remember the time
we sang in the car,
begged your father
for Ice Cream and
played house among
the fruit jars. The
day you were baptized is the most
precious memory of
all. Memories are
my treasures.
Sadly missed by a
friend:
Carol Letterman

6. Help Wanted
LPN/LVN, full or part
time. Contact Lake
Haven Health Care
Center. P.O. Box 203.
Benton, Ky. 527-3296.
Painters. Must have 2
years or more experience. Call 753-0839
or 436 - 2935 for
interview.
Sales help. Part-time
weekends. Saturday
nights, Sunday days.
Call 753-3557 between
9-2.
Wanted Graphic Artist,
bring portfolio. Apply in
person, Acapulco
Pte's, 2714 Park Ave.,
Paducah.

now have picture frame
molding, many
designs to
choose from.
Come by and see
our selection.
MURRAY
LUMBER CO.
104 Maple
753-3161
We

100 amp Service pole,
5100. 27,000 BTU air
conditioner, 5100. 19"
color TV.,550. 437-4608.
10 inch DeWalt Radial
saw,$185, 753-5278.
Ping Pong table and set
of golf clubs with cart.
753-7616 afternoon and
evenings.

16. Home Furnishings

WATERBEDS
Your complete
Mine.

Crass
Furniture
103 S. 3rd
753-3621

16. Home Furnishings

27. Mobile Home Sales

Antique furniture for
sale, round oak table,
mohogany table, buffet
Call 753 2571
Frigidaire frost-proof
refrigerator, 19 cu. ft.,
harvest gold, 1 yr. old,
excellent shape, $500.
Sears Kenmore heavy
duty washer and dryer,
almond, 1 yr. old, like
new, $600 for set. Magic
Chef electric oven, good
shape, $75. All prices
negotiable. Moving to
Germany. Call 753-3899.
Sears upright freezer,
17 cu. ft. frost free, UK
Sears electric clothes
dryer, $75. Fruit Jar, $2
a dozen. Kindling wood,
.50 cents a box. 759-1894.

1979 Mobile home 14x64,
2 BR.,1 l'2 baths,
central heat and air,
washer and dryer, car
peted throughout, house
furniture, excellent
condition, many extras.
Call 492-8110.
For sale, Trailer Park
with 10 trailers, good
income, owner finianc
ing. 435-4278 or 753-9240.
Mobile home and 2 lots.
Close to Blood River
Boat dock. Needs re
pairs, will negotiate.
12x52 trailer with 12x12
add on room, $6,500.
Call 474-8038.
Office Unit, 12x60, 1974
Wayside; 2 bath, carpeted, underskirting.
$4,000.
Must sell
502-442-1727.
Want to buy 10x40
mobile home, good
condition, to put at lake.
Call 759-4637

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Authorized Electrolux
Sales and Service. We
service all makes of
vacuum cleaners. 7533639 or 4.43-6469.

KIRBY SALES
SERVICE
only factory ovtitorizod dealer in this area.
We repair all voccvms
no labor charges on
say cleaner. Fell line
of new, vied and
rebvilt cleaners.
Check vs before you
bey. We will beat any
price arovnd guaranteed. Check us
for all your cleaning
needs, Kirby, Filter
Queen,, Elextrolvx,
Hoover, Eureka, etc.

Mobile Home, off old
641, south of Almo. $100
month, $100 deposit.
Call 753-5618.
Two bedroom newly
furnished, central air
and heat. Shady Oaks.
753 5209.

30. Business Rentals
•

Personal
storage. 24 hr,
private entrance,
sized to match
your needs.

22. Musical
Upright piano, make
offer. Call 759-4073 days,
ask for Judy.

24. Miscellaneous
Firewood seasoned oak,
delivered and stacked,
$30 a rick. Call 759-1-782
after 4p.m.
For Sale Odyssey II and
6 game cartridges, $100
15 ft. boat tarp, $30.
Ladies name brand
shoes in excellent condition, size 51,2 to 61 2, 2
ginger jar lamps, $10
each. Call 753-0107
Hay for sale $15 a roll
435-4548.
King automatic wood
heater deluxe cabinet,
lift up cook surface top,
brick lined firebox, cast
iron doors and grates.
$ 249 . 99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.
One Pentax MX 35mm
Camera with F 1:7 lens,
new $200. One Pentax
MX 35mm Camera with
F 1:4 lens, new. $225.
Call 753-9536.
Steel leg set and
casters, assembled, for
Sears power tools,
See at 1666 Ryan Ave.
We have few more
railroad ties left! Benton, 527-9918.
Wheat straw for sale.
Any quantity. 753-3387.
White cast iron bath
tub, 140. 753-8226.
Wood for sale. 753-5463
or 753-0144.

26. TV-Radio
AM-FM stereo radio, 8
track to fit a Ford truck.
AO channel CB radio
with a power mike with
a 4 ft. antenna. 753-9400.

Complete 10'
SATELUTE
ANTENNA
installed
$1,595"
CLAYTON'S T.V.
753-7375
4 Days Only

27. Mobile Home Sales
10x55 Parkwood trailer,
2 bedroom. Call 437-485-4
or 753-0389.
12x60 mobile home on 6
acres near Aurora.
Owner financing
available. Call 753-8324
for more information.
1968 12x60 Frontier
trailer, partly furnished. Call 474-2376.
1973 12x60 3 BR, all
electric, partly furnished, underpinned,
steps, electric pole.
Best offer. 436-5843.
1933 14x70, Two bedroom, 2 bath. 492-8820 or
492-8320.

much

9th

8a
Bobs
bob,
quilt
Rain

5
YA

4:

Men,
child
othei
No e

Nicd small commercial
building for rent on
college campus. 7532967.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Chevrolet grain truck
Call 753-8748.
International Cub
Cadet, 12 HP with 42
inch mowing deck. Very
good condition. $750.
Call 753-3306.

Saiko Deer Rifle, 7mm
Magnum with scope.
Call 753-8748.

Pool'
cleo
clot,

U-STORE-IT
WAREHOUSE

19. Farm Equipment

20. Sports Equipment

Chesap
ever
Registe
753-4104

28. Mobile Home Rentals

247-3S38
Call 759-4801 or
come by 401 Maple
St South Vele Court
Smnwe.

38. Pets'

32. Apts. For Rent
1 BR apt. near downtown, very nice. Call
753-4109, 762-6650, 436
2844.
2 BR, 2 bath, partly
furnished, near college,
$160. 753-0763 after
6p.m.
2 Bedroom duplex apt.
unfurnished near University. Available Oct.
2. Phone 753-5421 after
5p.m.
3 Furnished apts. at
New Concord Call 4362427.
Furnished effiency
apts. at Hale's Apts $75
per month, 1 person
only. Water furnished.
753-5980 or 753-1203.

This h
have
mostei
and I
Wert
753-1'

33. Rooms for Rent
Sleeping rooms, refrigerator in hall, private entrance. Zimmerman Apts., South
16th. 753-6609.

4 bedi
oll tiv
Priced

14. Houses for Rent
House, 2 story, 2 baths,
4 bedrooms, 1707 Miller
Ave. Available Oct. 1.
Phone 753-3624.
In Buchanan area,
spacious rural unfurnished house. No
utilities paid. Rent $250
per month, $100 carrier
deposit for month. 901352-3805.

Newly
the ur
roof,
bocky

36. For Rent or Lease
For Lease. Space
available for office or
small retail. Located in
Bel Air Center. For
information call 7534751, Bob Billington.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Gentle 2 1/2 year old
registered quarter
horse filly, ready for
training. Also 2 nice
saddles and girls western clothes. Call 7532967.
Horses boarded, stalls
and pasture space
available. $20. per
month. 753-3010, 7599360.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Labrador Retriever 5-6 weeks old. $75.
753-8973,753-1292.
American Pit bull puppies, ADBA UKC Registered JNJ Ranch N
Channels, $125. 901-7823268.

41. Public Sal
f

GARAGE
SALE
Fri.& Sat.
916 N. 19th St.
8-5
Wood stove, firniture,
decorations, books
for all ages end

Except
enter?i
family
Priced

Quolit
grow

I

New li
street
and oi
147,5

7
1!
(24

more.
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38. Pets-Supplies

38. Pets Supplies

38. Pets-Supplies

38. Pets-Supplies

Chesapeake Bay retri
ever Puppies, AKC
Registered. $75.00 Call
7534106.

Dog Obedience Train
ing is for all dogs.
Classes starting in Sept.
436-2858.

r C o o n D og s,
µja i
Tripled Bred, sired by
Hern's, Red Eagle. Call
502-898.3152.

AKC registered Boston
Terrier puppies, $100.
753-7438.

41. Public Sale

900 S. 17th
Sat., Sept. 24th
8-2
Pool table, vacuum
cleaner, bike,
clothes, much,
much more.
k

74
9.
0.

41, Public Sale

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Old 641 North,
first house on left
past Four Season
Nursery.
2 old phones,
brick scaffolds, jig
saw, drill, odd and
end tools, PLUS

YARD
SALE
510 N. 5th
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Saturday
Good men's
clothing,
household items.

fall and
winter
clothes of all sizes.
•

40
.e.

YARD SALE
Carrico
Service
Station

)Ia
i00
it.

9th and Sycamore
Fri. and Sat.
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Baby items, some
baby furniture,
quilts, lots of misc.
Rain or shine.

y
air
Ks.
rI

1

GARAGE SALE

YARD SALE

CARPORT
SALE

r.

:11

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

Saturday 8-2
1600 Catalina
Men, women,
children's clothing,
vacuum cleaner,
lots of other misc.
items to numerous
to mention. All
proceeds will go to
the Life House. No
early birds, please.

641 South
Fine selection of antiques. Custom stripping. Expert Repairing
and Refinishing. Brass
cleaning. 20 yr. experience. Reasonable
rates.
492-8350
Mon.-Sat.

Saturday
Sept. 24th
8-?
1722

Holiday
Dr.
Lots of odd and
ends.

5 PARTY
YARD SALE

PORCH
SALE

BIG
YARD SALE

Sat. 8-?
422 S. 8th St.

1 40 5/
1
2 W.
Main
Sat. & Sun.
8-5

Thurs., Sept. 22
Fri., Sept. 23
Sot., Sept. 24

Men, women and
children's clothes,
other misc. items.
No early birds!

cial
on
753

Fri. & Sat. 8-6
121 S. past Bunny
Bread to 2nd blacktop
rood on right (Locust
Grove Church Rd.) Go
1/2 miles to white brick
house on left. 7531746
Big men's clothing,
cowboy boots, borlsegue grill, bird cage,
jewelry chest, Avon bottles, misc. items.

James
Antiques

4

!,

43. Real Estate

41. Public Sale

41. Public Sale

e.
12
0.

3E

If rains, it will be 26th,
27th, 28th. 1001 Eost
Glendale Rd. Watch for
signs.
Dinner bell, boot
motor, Board Flo.,
clothes, lots more.

Womens and
children clothes,
baby bed, etc. 7591489.

YARD SALE
1905 Gotesbarough
Fri. and Sat.,
Sept. 23 & 24th
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Wicker furniture lounge chairs etc., adult
and children's clothing,
toys, accessories, exercising machine, items
too numerous to mention.

5 FAMLY
YAM SALE
Fri., Sept 73re
St. Sept Nth
7 ail -7
T. 171 bra Is Stells
Ti ti(% so Ilwy 19Y illidses
111).) Sale IS 1/
1
2 sots• left
181-2571.
isb tilbr. steel WI taller,
cwt, larley km Seers*
Ms el (tile's's cleats (14)
Alss bey accessories. Aseselell
does. Mil on.

Dwn

Call
436

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

srtly
lege,
fter

LIKE THE UNUSUAL?
This home has lots of unique features that
hove to be seen to be appreciated. Super
masterbedroom and kitchen, storage galore,
and big rooms that make for great
entertaining. located in Gotesborough. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud Realty.

apt.
Un
Oct.
after
at
436-

416*di.
COUNTRY SUNSHINE
Are you looking for a nice home in the
country? Then make an appointment to see
this one. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, sunken living
room, large den with fireplace, large brick
porch ond patio and workshop. Priced in the
550's. Phone 753-1222.

.ncy
. $75
rson
shed.

Fri. and Sat.
8 a.m.-?
1607 Locust
Baby and children
clothing, adult clothing
of all sizes, small appliances, glassware, infant car seat, antiques,
ice cream freezer,
record player, toys, nic
snOC

Garage Sale

re.
privimouth

WANTED!LARGE FAMILY!
4 bedroom, 21
/
2 bath home with fireplace and
all the extras for your family's enjoyment.
Priced in the 570's.

SHARP DEPLU X FOR SALE
Attractive design and decor, two bedrooms
per side, located near the university, fresh on
the market. 540's. Contact the friendly staff
at Kopperud Realty.

REDUCED FOR QUICK SALE!
Newly decorated 2 bedroom bungalow near
the university, just reduced to $26,500. New
roof, attractive landscaping, and wooden
backyard deck. Phone 753-1 222.

YOU CAN AFFORD TO ENJOY
All the features of this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home. Central gas heat, central vacuum,
private fenced patio and excellent location.
Reduced to $47,900.Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty for all details.

aths,
Ailler
t. 1.

r ea ,
unNo
$250
wrier
901 -

After 5:00
All Day Set.
3 miles South of Murray
on Hwy. 121 across
from old Salem Rd.
End table, 2 wheel
trailer, children's
clothes, maternity
clothes, maple kitchen
table and four chairs,
men's suits 38-42-44,
10 gal. aquarium and
stand.

5 PARTY
YARD SALE
/
2 S. 16th
9081
Sat. 7-4

Dace
:e or
ed in
For
753
A GREAT BUY
Exceptionally large den, excellent for
entertaining or just to be enjoyed by your
family. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, fireplace, and
priced in the 550's. Phone Kopperud Realty.

es

r old
irter
for
nice
wes753-

STARTING UP OR SLOWING DOWN
Neat three bedroom, one bath home located
in the city, and has an assignable loon. Priced
in the upper 520's. Call today for on
appointment.

Portable
dishwasher, CB,
stereo.
43. Real Estate
Pardom & Thurman
Insurance
Real Estate
Soutliside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky

stalls
pace
per
759-

2etri. $75.

LOOKING FOR A FIRST HOM
OR RENTAL PROPERTY?
Check this newly listed two bedroom home in
the city located On o tree shaded lot. Gas hoot
odds to ttse economy. Priced in the low 530's

-002111111 how

pup.
Re
ch N
11-782.

1
PRETTY AND PRACTICAL
New listing in ideal location, quiet and lovely
1
2 baths, central hoot
street. 3 bedrooms 1 /
and air, plus o woodburring stove. Priced at
$47,500. Phone 753-1227

7-4111111

BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT
The par*t setting for this 3 bedroom home
that with o decorator's touch would be your
*int and unique home. Take a look and
make an offer. Phone Kopperud Realty

7531222
(24 Hour
Phone)

Fur-

as,

oks
snd

_Homes FOR UVIFIG.
0-14-110,411-4,--wr

711
Main
Murray,
Ky.

Call
KENNY
at
753-2251.

BARES CARPET
CLEANING

Presaipasas 101y Units

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Oesed
11.96
413.00 Yesterday
Yesterday
Orem! Teary 413.75 °pawl Teary 11.95
.01
.75 Dews
UP
Compliments of

& SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
01YMPIC PLAZA

-41
• ANL.-

ss.

PAINTING

Kenny
Hammonds
Shoe Shine
Service

•PRESCl/PTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING MANN Of COSMETICS
*MUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

We buy Gold
and Diamonds
Hours
10 8
1 2 5 Sunday

"1s'---.111114111111111..........gwrow-• .•-••
•

Bob's Home Improve
ment and General Con
tracting 20 years ex•
perience, additions,
carpentry, painting,
concrete work,
aluminum awnings and
trailer skirting. Wall
papering done by Paper
Dolls paper hanging
Call 7534501 after 5 Pm

For
Sale

WALLIS DRUG

GOLD

53. Services Offered

1979 Olds Delta 88,
Royale, Automatic, PB,
PS, Air, cruise, Excel
lent condition, One ow
ner, Call 7533509.
1982 Ford Fairmont
Ventura, 4 dr., 6 cylin
der, automatic, p.b.,
p.s., cruise control, rear
window defroster, AM
FM stereo, 1 speakers,
climate guard prof
ected, orginal owner.
5,700 miles, $6,000. 1 901
642-9388.
1980 Olds Omega,
See at 1666
Ryan Ave.

ASSUMABLE LOAN
WITH GUARANTEED
FIXED INTEREST
RATE. Attractive three
Lori Atm Ittiipot 733-6313
bedroom brick home,
Wireoe Whoa
753-3016
with living room, dining
lee E. Kenos* 136-5676
room, family room with
1912 Coldwater Iasi
fireplace, two full
lawny, Keetecky 17071
baths, eat in kitchen,
(502)734156
utility room, central
Aaytisee
air, heat pump, wall to
301 1. KENNON
wall carpet and custom
drapes throughout,
Broker
dishwasher, electric
Licerised I. Beaded
annsommiewismenob, range, safe, well insulated to TVA stanINTERIOR
dards, patio, garage,
EXTERIOR
with attic for storage,
PAINTING
nicely decorated
throughout. Call 75350. Used Trucks
Appointments mode 3090 for appointment.
WALLPAPERING
1972
V-8 4 speed,
for your convenience. Beautiful setting with new Dodge
rings
and
mains,
lots of shade is just one
Full time sales
5.800.753-6746.
JIM DAY
of the features that goes
associates evening
1978 Ford, p.s., p.b., air,
with this two bedroom
Painting
home on Highway 1346. low mileage. 492-8554.
phones.
Storm doors and win1976 Chevy Window
753-3716
153-1219 dows,
Amos McCarty
wood burning
Van, 6 cylinder
153-1121 stove, drapes, large lot. matic, p.s., p.b., autoTheresa knight
* FREE Es1- rst -t- E *
new
Joyce Belsworth, • 753-9310 Priced to sell at only paint, 50,000 miles, $1,
$28,000.
Roberts
Realty,
695.
759-1801.
153-2511
Guy Spann
Concrete Block and
753-1651.
1977 Dodge half ton, brick work. Large or
153-2171 Carpenter's
Anna Requarth
Dream. 3 body excellent, runs small jobs, garages,
Louise Baker. . 153-2409 Bedroom brick, 2 bath good, V-8 automatic,
basements, foun
lames Crete . . . 153-1391 home in Lynn Grove A/C, AM/FM cassette. dations.
753-5476.
area.
House
has
Call
half
753-5125
753-4088.
.
Bess
Preutice
GENERAL HOME
basement and large lot.
1983 4 Wheel Drive REPAIR. 15 years ex
House does need some
Chevy Silverado, low perience. Carpentry,
44. Lots for Sale
repair. Owner will
mileage, extra sharp. concrete,. plumbing,
By owner two lots and sacrifice to the right
Call 753-8555.
roofing, sliding
NO
trailer, Pine Bluff buyer. Call 753-8372 day
1983 GMC Full Conver- JOB TO SMALL. Free
or night.
Shores. Call 436-2673.
sion Van. Loaded. Less estimates. Days 753-6973,
Ideally located re 47. Motorcycles
than 2,000 miles. Under nights
sidential building lot on
warranty. $15,000. 753- 474 2276
Larkspur Drive adjoin- 1977 Honda Gold Wing, 8552.
ing Gatesborough Sub- perfect condition,
division. Offered at dressed. Call 753-0519
I Mobile Home Anchors,
$8,500. Owner financing after 5:30.
is
available. KOPPERUD 1977 Honda Mini Trail
underpinning, roofs
REALTY,753-1222.
70CC, automatic, 3,000
sealed, aluminum
mileS, runs good, needs
patio awnings, single
45. Farms for Sale
minor repair, $250.
and double carports.
For sale or lease. 4 Street legal. Call 436bedroom home, barns, 2506.
JACK GLOVER
pastures, pond, stream, 1978 Batavus Moped,
753.1273
tree farm, 76 acres or good body, runs fair,
farm site. 436-2241.
$125 or best offer. Call
Like new 3 bedroom, 2 753-1683.
Ledbetter Baptist Harmon & Malone
bath home and 50 acres 1982 and 1983 Yamaha
Remodeling. Complete
Church is taking sealed remodeling
located approximately 7 IT 175s, trailer and
from
miles from town. Home tiedowns, $3,000. 753ground to rooftop. Cer
Interima
bids
1911
on
is beautifully land- 6012.
tified Andersen Concept
tioell Bus, 60 IV contractor.
scaped, well insulated
753-0790,
Harley Sportster for
and has a fireplace
492-8183, 436-2107.
passenger.
bids
the
sale or trade for car of
w/heatalator. Property
Hopkins Repair. Poulan
equal value, sharp. Call
will only be accepted chain
includes stock barn and
saw dealer. Rep
after 5:00,759'1211.
other outbuildings.
from churches and must air all other makes. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY, 48. Auto Services
753-1222,
be in by Oct. 15, 1983. 437-4835 after 4p.m.
Roll bar for Luv Pickup.
You may see the bis by
46. Homes for Sale
1979 V-6 Chevrolet motor complete. Call 753
153-5599, 153calling:
10 Acres with lovely 3
4667.
BR, 11
/
2 bath brick home
1930. 414-2111. Mail
in Southern Marshall 49. Used Cars
bids to Ledbetter BapCounty. Nice shaded
yard. Deck, brick shop 1959 Triumph TR-3. Call
tist Church %Edward
or storage bttilding. 436-5888.
Perry Rte, 8 Box 391,
Land is tillable. $58,600. 1963 Buick, runs good,
Call Griffin Assoc. $300. Baby bed, ringer
Moray, Ky. 42011.
ERA,362-4224,
washer, box springs,
3 Bedroom frame home recliners. Evenings,
built in 1973. Central 753-5292.
Free Pickup
Extra nice, 1976 Dodge
heat and air, well 1967 VW Square Back. Pickup,
6 cylinder
& Deliver
insulated, 2 bay body Call 345-2696.
automatic with power, 1
shop with 220 wiring, 11
in Murray.
/
2 1970 M.G. Midget, 4 new owner, 58,000 miles,
acres, located near tires, chrome spoke $2,100. Also truck tool
Squire Potts Road. wheel covers, 4 speed, box, $35. 489-2595.
Priced low for quick very good condition.
sale at S25,500. Call $24100. 901-642-8935.
51. Campers
KOPPERUD REALTY
today for an appoint- 1972 Ford wagon, 1 1978 Namad, 24 ft., air,
owner. Oldie but a awning, like new, $5,500
ment. 753-1222.
goodie. Call 753-1792.
firm. Call 753-8744.
FHA APPROVED
Small down payment - 1972 Volkswagen, re- 25' Wilderness Skyline
Interest locked in - built engine, new tires, Camper, roof air, cenbest offer. 753-3010.
tral heat, lots of extras, Ken Lake Appliance
Yes, we are talking
- 1- r. Can be extra clean. Atari 800 Service on all major
about what you can get 1974 o 6
computer, Sony TV., appliances. Wards,
753-6531.
today on this unique two seen by
bedroom brick with
1975 Datsun B-210 Hat- 57K. lots of manuals, Westinghouse, Maytag,
dining room with built- chback. Excellent con- extra tapes. Remote Tappen, Admiral, G.E.
in china cabinet; dition, new tires and control boats, speeds up and all others. 205 S. 5th
to 60 MPH, not toys. 14' 753-8505.
cheerful, well-lighted tune-up. 753-8592.
kitchen and very large 1975 Mustang II, 55,000 Alum. Flat Bottom Licensed electrician for
living room with hardmiles, metalic blue, Boat. Days, 753-0153. residential and comwood floors just shining automatic 302 V-8, Nights, 753-3222.
mercial. Heating and
waiting for your persian gauges and
air condition, gas intack, $1,800. 52. Boats-Motors
rug. Woods panels with 753-5016 or 753-8085.
stallation and repair
beautiful grain is part of
1972 19 Ft. Mark Twain, Phone 753-7203.
1976
Cadillac
DeVille,
the yesteryear decor.
extra nice. Can be seen
Let us help you get this bought new in Murray, at 624 N. 4th. Must sell.
excellent
condition,
low
FHA approved home by
Early Bird
calling Century 21 mileage, priced for 53. Services Offered
Discount 10%
Loretta Jobs Realtors quick sale. Call 492-8949
after 6p.m.
APPLIANCE SER
753-1492.
Roof Problems?
VICE. Kenmore,
Lynnwood Estates. 4 1976 Ventura Pontiac,
W
estinghou
se,
BR, 11
/
2 bath, central excellent condition. Call
'Whirlpool. 21 years
heat and air, swimming 435-4279.
experience. Parts and
pool, tornado shelter, 1 1978 Silver Anniversary
Service. Bobby Hopper
car garage, laundry Corvette with options,
Bob's Appliance Ser
room, set up for wood one owner, low mileage,
Get a second opinion.
vice 202 S. 5th St.
excellent condition. Call
heat. 5..51,900. 753-6746.
753-4872, 753-8886
Free Estimates. Ex753-3090.
MUST SEE TO AP(home)
cellent references.
PRECIATE. Clean, 1979 Chevy Caprice
Call
neat, 3 BR, 11/2 bath. Classic, 4 door, 1 owner,
Priced mid VSO's. 753- 47,000 actual miles,
Hugh Outland
power, everything in
8289.
759-1718 759-1135
WALKING DISTANCE cluding sun roof, tilt,
new
tires,
spare
never
TO SHOPPING AND
Need a sign painted?
Low, Low Rotes. Give
HOSPITAL - This 2.3 been used. 753-1323
us a call. ComAfter
5,
753-5763.
References.
Satisfied
bedroom brick with not
mercial lettering and
too much yard to care 1979 Delta 88 Old
designs. Free es
Free Estimates.
timates. Boat lettering
but fruit trees for you to smobile, good condition •
150-1911
is our specialty.
enjoy can be yours for a Also 1978 Yamaha 650
price just in the $20's. Special, 753-8594,
Appliance •repair work 753-0631.
We can also get for you
all brands. Specialize in
quick possession...by
Tappen Call 753-5341 or
calling 753-1492 at Cen
354-6956. Earl Lovett
tury 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors
SIR OUT
REALTY

Gold

t.

49. Used Cars

Silver
Daily

41. 1111, -1141.
111. 10 11 1

53. Services Offered
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es
timates call 753'2310.
We repair radios
stereos and
T V s
small appliances
MURRAY HOME
L

AUTO

Chestnut St

Murray

7

Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care.
753-0338.
Plumbing and Electri
cal work. Over 40 yr
experience. Fair prices.
E fficient work.
Guaranteed satisfac
tion. Free estimates
Call 436 2218 anytime.

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jack Glover
753-1873
Sewing Machine Rep
air. All makes and
Industrial
models
Home and Commercial
38 years experience. All
work guaranteed. Ken
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
Small Engine Shop. Call
7 5 3 - 4 5 9 0 or 1 0 0 1
Glendale, Murray.

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Coll now and secure
on appointment
before Hoe rush.
762-4792 or
435-4348
Fire Wood
Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates
753-5476.
Tree work. Complete
removal and trimming,
experienced, reasona
ble rates. Seasoned
firewood. 753-3328 or
753-0211.

PAINTING
Interior eel Exterior.
Tortoni Whorls, sliest
reek &Islam else seed
blasting. Bost refereeces
ever la years.
Cal Ralph Worley, 7511050.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
W & W Sanitation
Service. Pickup once a
week, $5.50 monthly
Also do hauling. Call
759-1050.

For tour Hauling
Needs • Sawdust,
Lime, White Rock,
Groin.
Coll 492-8425
or 492-8485
Will clean basements,
haul trash, also will
haul garbage in county
Call 753-9685. Free
estimates.
Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal
Call Roger Hudson 753

4545,

56. Free Column
Five kittens. Free to
good home. Call
753-8372.

T.L.C. Maid Service

FOR SALE

753-4451
BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY HOME
Quality throughout. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
great room with beamed ceiling, fireplace
with stove insert, custom kitchen, 2-car
and deck. A great buy. 550's.

46. Homes tor Sale
'Syr

310 311:0

1978 Lincoln Versailles 35,000
miles, 302 engine,
excellent gas
mileage, extra
clean, excellent
condition. Assume
note or pay bank
balance.
753-7113.

Maim Service CA
Aluminm ale /filly,
Cistom trim murk.
Referents. Call Will Ed
Bailey. 153-1619.

Air Conditioner- Central
air,. Refrigeration, 24
hour service and repair.
Reasonable rates, 436
5536.

IS SON
•811

FHA- VA- HOME LOANS
ALSO
REFINANCING AVAILABLE
Carole Realer, Broad* Manager
Office 901-517-5276
Hem 901-616-1009
"
--we -m•

'Tender Loving Care
Free Estimates
759-1834
759-9754
Bonded, Local and Mature.

Irrigatioa - Resideutial

LBRE:AlH
kTCf

steam cleaned, windows
washed inside and out. Walls,
ceiling, woodwork washed.

Carpets

•-••• 1 .
1

Campbell Well
Drilling
Maack Ti.
Call Collect: 911-352111
or 901-352-544
Free Estates.
Nel withyour iry
problem

A
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Leader predicts missionaries can go bock to China

OBITUARIES
/-

FORT WORTH, Texas
(AP) — A leading
Southern Baptist expert
on missions predicts that
Robert, Gerald, Danny, "sooner or later" western
H.B. and Tim Smith and missionaries will be
Steve Simmons. Burial allowed back into China.
will follow in Mt. Olive
Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today (Friday).

The Rev. Baker James uncertain what adCauthen, a one-time mis- justments will be needed
sionary there and head of to return to China.
his denomination's
"We'll wait and see
foreign mission board for
26 years before his retire- what they are and make
ment, says it remains them," he says.

Funeral today for Mr. Evitts Kermit Smith dies Thursday
The funeral for Prentis
Mr. Evitts, 64, 625 HarPaul Evitts will be Satur- rison St., Paducah, died
day at 11 a.m. in the Tuesday at 10 a.m. at his
chapel of Lindsey home.
Funeral Home, Paducah.
The decea • • • U.S.
... ...
..
Randall Jernigan will of- Army veter .
.
4 , Id
ficiate.
War II, was a me.' r of
Burial will follow in the Disabled
can
Maplelawn Cemetery Veterans and Or
; • ,dway
there.
Church of Christ.
Survivors are three
sons, Prentis Pat, Danny
and Bruce vitts, all of
Paducah; ne sister,
Mrs. Vinn. Hillard,
Paris, Tenn.; four
brothers, Clyde Evitts,
E.D. Winchester, 66, Murray, Joe and Dave
Rt. 5, died Thursday at Evitts, Paducah, and Jim
5:40 p.m. at Murray- Evitts, Beaumont,
Calloway County Texas; 11 grandchildren;
Hospital. He was a four great-grandchildren.
retired employee of Murray Division of Tappan
Company.
Born Nov. 24, 1916, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late William
Berry _Winchester and
Verdie Outland WinJames Vidis Dowdy,63,
chester. He was preceded
in death by one grandson, St. Louis, Mo., formerly
Johnny Winchester, in of Calloway and Marshall
1968, and two brothers, Counties, died suddenly
Otho Winchester in 1963 while at work on Wednesand the Rev. B.R. Win- day at 1 p.m. He was a
brick mason.
chesterin 1973.
Survivors are his wife,
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Maude Parker Win- Mrs. Golciie Dowdy; one
chester, to whom he was daughter, Mrs. Lloyd
married on Nov. 17, 1934; (Sharon) Key, 1624 Olive
three daughters, Mrs. St., Murray; five sons,
Robert ( Sue) McKinney, James Frank Dowdy, 305
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Frank Chestnut St., Murray,
( Betty Cooper, Rt. 7, Jerry Dowdy, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Dar- Almo, Darrel Dowdy,
rell (Joyce) Gibson, 513 Detroit, Mich., Rickey
Broad St.; four sons, the Dowdy, Owensboro, and
Rev. Joe Pat Winchester, Wayne Dowdy,St. Louis.
Also surviving are one
Louisville, Will T. Winchester, Marion, N.C., brother, Dallas (Dick)
Hal Winchester, Hazel, Dowdy, Benton; half
and Bill Winchester, Rt. sister, Mrs. Betty
McElrath, Jonesboro,
8.
Also surviving are one Ark.; half brother, Eddie
sister, Mrs. Lourelle For- Franklin Coomer,
rest, Rt. 5; one brother, Detroit, Mich.; 11 grandthe Rev. Leon Win- children; three greatchester, Cadiz; 20 grand- grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunchildren; one greatday at 2 p.m. in the
grandchild.
The funeral will be chapel of Collier Funeral
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the Home, Benton. The Rev.
chapel of Blalock - David Brasher will ofColeman Funeral Home. ficiate. Burial will follow
The Rev. Roy Gibson, the in Dowdy Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Rev. David Fambrough
and the Rev. Jerry funeL home after 2 p.m.
y.
Norsworthy will officiated.
Music will be by the
choir of the Cherry Corner Baptist Church where
he was a member.
Members of Hoyt Roberts
Sunday School Class of
the church will serve as
honorary pallbearers.
Grandsons will serve as
Services for Boyce
active pallbearers. Baker will be Saturday at
Burial will follow in the 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Hicks Cemetery.
Collier Funeral Home,
Friends may call at the Benton. The Rev. Otis
funeral home after 4 p.m. Jones and the Rev. Paul
today (Friday).
Bogard will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Harold Sheppard, Jimmy
Burkeen, Grant Black,
James Burkeen, Ronnie
Nanny and Jerry Sins.
Final rites for Chester Burial will follow in
A. Burkeen are today at 2 Ferguson Springs
p.m. in the chapel of Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. funeral home where
Robert Truitt and the Masonic rites will be conRev. Don Faulkner are ducted at 7 p.m. tonight
officiating. Music is by (Friday).
Mr. Baker, 48, Rt. 1,
the Unity Sounds.
Pallbearers are Paul Hardin, died Wednesday
Burkeen, Clint Burkeen, at Vanderbilt Hospital,
Hugh Ervin Mathis, Nashville, Tenn.
He is survived by his
James Ronald Burkeen,
Edison Burkeen and Bill wife, Mrs. Betty Mathis
Burkeen, all nephews. Baker; mother, Mrs.
Burial will follow in the Maciie Baker; daughter,
Miss Pam Baker; one,
Palestine Cemetery.
Mr. Burkeen, 91, died Kevin Baker; sister, Mrs.
Wednesday at Murray- Oma Savells; three
Calloway County brothers, Clealon, Ellis
and Dwaine Baker.
Hospital.

Mr. Winchester
dies; funeral
to be Saturday

James Dowdy
dies; services
to be Sunday

Kermit Smith, 73, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, died Thursday
at 1:45 p.m. at his home.
He was a retired pipe fitter and a member of
United Association of
Journeymen Local 184,
Paducah.
Born June 10, 1910, he
was the son of the late
Hiram Smith and Lillie
Killebrew Smith. He was
a member of Mt. Olive
Church of Christ.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Gracie Byrley
Smith; one daughter,
Mrs. Lithe Mae Brooks,
Sulphur Springs, Texas;
three sons, Hiram H.
Smith, Grand Prairie,
Texas, Bobby J. Smith,
Murfreesboro, Tenn., and
Larry G. Smith, Crittenden.
Five surviving sisters
are Mrs. Audie Carson,
Tampa, Fla., Mrs. Hallie
Williams, Murray, and
Mrs. Eunie Wilson, Mrs.
Lorene Hart and Mrs.
Ruby Clary, all of Paris,
Tenn.
His four surviving
brothers are Deston
Smith, Mayfield, Lloyd
Smith, Onaway, Mich.,
Brooks Smith, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, and Rudy
Smith,Kirksey.
Ten grandchildren and
five great-grandchildren
also survive.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral
Home. James Shockley
and Webb Hall will officiate.
Pallbearers will be

Catholic leader
hopes churches
will be united
WASHINGTON(AP) —
A top Catholic leader
cites hope that Martin
Luther, the 16th century
reformer who led Protestantism's break with
Roman Catholicism, may
"in God's mysterious
designs" guide the churches back to unity.
Archbishop John F.
Whealon of Hartford,
chairman of the U.S.
Catholic bishops
ecumenical affairs committee, in a letter encouraging joint CatholicLutheran observances of
the 500th anniversary of
Luther's birth,says:
"It is significant that
this anniversary is being
observed not in a
unilateral reformation
spirit, but in an
ecumenical spirit that
does not overlook the
Catholicism of Luther
and hope that in God's
mysterious designs Martin Luther may guide
both our churches to unity in Christ."

We con remove %Jumps op
help the ground
435 4341o, 435 4319

to 24

GOOD/YEAR

NO.1STEEL
SALE

Goodyear...No. 7 In Radials
\‘.
ALL SEASON, ALL TERRAIN,
ALL WHEEL POSITION
-r
— I iirEi'6.7.7,fir:

DEEP LUG TRACTION FOR
MUD,SAND, AND SNOW

•

TRACKER
XG
G78-15
Load Range
C, FET'3.08

Boyce Baker's
funeral rites
to be Saturday

Mr. Burkeen's
funeral today

KU STUMP
REMOVAL

Big 1.4 Cu. Ft.
Completely Automatic
See new

RE960

17

Rudolph Tires And Alignment, The Service
Experts People Know They Can Trust!
-

'25888
and exciting ways to

make cooking faster,easier
and more fun!
See exciting recipes cooked in
the latest, most advanced microwave ovens! Actual cooking techniques will be demonstrated. We
will show you how to cook your
favorite recipes faster!
Moan's To Choose From Lay-Away
Ono For Christmas Now

WRANGLER
ALL SEASON
RADIAL
P235-75RI5
Owl Sidewoll
Fet'3.04

Clip This Valuable
Coupon
SAVE'6" Reg. *22"
BALANCE FOUR TIRES AND
ROTATE
UFETIME GUARANTEE

0

ONLY

$18°

Check Our E-Z Pay Plans
90 Days Same As Cash

_J

Ji
-T -J 09. -do

Passenger Cars
Only, Mog & Custom
Wheels Extra

t

Offer expires Sept 30 1983

Electronic Ignition

Prjj

Tune-up

Tuesday

Date: 9-27-83
Time:7:00 p.m.
Place: Murray Appliance
1 II1

Well install new resistor spark plugs.
°Oust idle speed, set timing, test battery
and charging system; inspect rotor, distributor cap. PCV rah., ignition cables, air
filter, crankcase vent filter and vapor
canister filter.

4-cyl.

6-cyl.

19

8-cyl.

$3400$3800$420°

VyARPIANTED 90
DAYS OR 1,000
MILES. WHICHEVER
COMES F MST

•

Wheel
Alignment

Amman cart Toyota. Wain,VW end Monde.
Some VSs & Ale eighty higher

FRONT DISC
BRAKE SERVICE

seep met area an

via amine et aut.

I rj

ri

r

or ear
'IntP.'ta:te'rt"..;:.0""Drrr.te:
cseer eanterend.m.prope•altgrlrbReCle
'"'""eNFIRMIOn
end Mewing mreleme Meal US Calm and imporle worn mliomtetrlo•
moopeReion Include...MI*4mM drove Cftemttelo light truck• Ong
Gars ...salting MSG.'S.
..Neon St,uI cocreclkon wooing Pane end eddi
..l..dl needed
loonel

LIFETIME ALIGNMENT 114111
WARRANTED FOR AS LONG AS YOU OWN THE CAR

Most U.S. Cars
SPACEMAKER`
MICROWAVE OVEN
FROM GE FITS OVER
YOUR PRESENT RANGE

$478"

1983 Illaser-Utility
Folding rear seat, front color-keyed floor mats, oir
conditioning, reor oxle-3.08 ratio, locking
differential-rock, electronic speed control, 5.7 liter V8
gas engine, 4-speed, auto. trans., 31 gallon fuel tank,
fuel tank and skid plate sh., comfortilt steering.
wheel, rally wheels, appro. 5,000 miles. Was
$15,879.40 Discount 82,500.00. Today's Price
$13,379.40

DWAIN TAYLOR

• Extra-wide oven • Time cooking with 60 minute timer with
first 10 minutes expanded for
added flexibility • Temperature
cooking With Micro-Thermom eterTm temperature probe•Variable power levels • Cooktop
light • Built-in exhaust system
with two-speed fan•Convenient
"Start" button

EHEVRc ET
MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

$8800

•intlail new front stist pads
Reiurfaat
tRepsds kW,Owl beings
•Iretat new hat vase pods

212 IAST MAD<;TRW

•Inscect nester cOntler
•Imomt tx*e hoses
•Add fled II needed
•Road lest cat

Single piston system. Add $15 wfierE l
,
t erni-metallic disc pads are required.
I)educt $6 for cars with lifetime sealed
bearingb. Call For Appointment.

753-0595

95

Our automotive pros will
lubricate your car's chassis,
drain old oil, odd up to five
quarts of new oil, and
install a new oil filter. Please
call for an appointment

Most can and light
trucks, doh,estic
and import:

01tie.41.1;$ Sept._ ,
.

RUDOLPH TIRES

Your Geniern I Fl.nr ti., D.-oler In Murro•

SHEVR

LUBE, OIL
and FILTER

Alin7!ent

S. 12th Murray, Ky.

.r.• I Wm SomomoloM.()eve.. +111 IVES
Hey ov0 :

419-419.41110
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